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l. Commission proposals for the single market
stage in the cereals, pigmeat and
sugar sectors
On 23 Decemkr 1966 the Commission submitted to the Council a number of proposals
for regulations establishing single markets in the cereals, pigmeat and sugar sectors.
For the first two producti these regulations will replace thosE at present in force for
the transition period, which will be rescinded on 1 July 1967. (The proposals concern-ing eggs and poultry will be submitted to the Council shortly.) As the single price
for sugar is planned to come into force only on 1 July 1968, the Commission has also
submiited a proposal concerning certain preparatory measures for this sector for the
marketing year 1967/68
These proposals concern the common agricultural market organization in its final stage.
So far the common market organizations comprise. on the one hand. the svstem for- d , J , y
intra-C.ommuniry trade and on the other the system applicable to non-member countries. i  
_non-member ITith effect froin 1 Ju/ry 1967 for cereals, pigmeat a-nd eggs and poultry special meas-
ures will cease to be necessary as regards intra-Community trade. At theile.  
same time the levies on imDorts from non-member countries will be the samep
in all member countries, and import licences will be valid not only for the country.
issuing them but for the whole Community. AII these changes imply new basic
resulatiods layins down the procedures for fixini common prices and levies. exportg l ri g r c r s ing ri es , -pl n l Procectures t tr l l  r , 
refunds, etc. The common piices will be fixed, in conformiry with Article 43 of the
Treatv. bv oualified maioritv and after reference to the Eurooean Parliament. Thec y, y q j y
safeguard clause will apply 1o the _Communiry as a whol
:ied i p  
ll.a to .,Communiq 3s , gfe and no longer to unl ol:
couitry, and its adminiltiation will be vestea in the Commission; thi Councii will
be responsible for the measures to be taken to apply the clause.
These proposals are therefore not only of economic ,.op. but have political and
instirutional importance in that they define the responsibilities of the Community
,institutions 
at the stage of the single European market.
Provisions common to the three sectors
In principle the constituent elements of the existing systems will be maintained. As
a consequence the three basic regulations each comprise three.parts which concern:
a) The price system;
b) The trading system;
c) General provisions.
To the proposed regulation concerning sugar there is added a title covering the
transitional arrangements for a seven-year adaptation period during which there will
be a limitation on price and marketing guarantees for domestic production. The new
basic regulations also represent a considerable simplification in that all the arrangements
so far in force concerning intra-Community trade can be discontinued. Furthermore,
improvements ro the othlr provisions have been made in the light of the lessons
learned up to the present.
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It is laid down that prices will be fixed on the same date for all the products, i.e. before
1 August of each year, and according to the procedure in Article 41(2), i.e. after
reference to.the European Parliamenr. This procedure would apply to those prices
which have "political" implications and which-deterrnine the producir's remunerition.
Such are the basic targer prices and the basic intervention priie for cereals, the target
and the intervention prices for refined sugar, the minimum beet price and the basic
price for pig carcasses.
Since the new regulations will apply at the single market stage, certain measures which
are now taken by the Member States under the common arrangements will consequently
be decided on by the C.ommunity institutions, i.e. the Council and the Commission.
This is the case for the fixing of levies and export refunds and for recourse to the
safeguard clause. Other arrangements, common to all the regulations, concern import
Iicences, inwards processing traffic and special arrangements in the event of shortiges.
There will be no longer any provision for exceptions in the single market regulations.
Cereals
The price system is based, on the one hand, on the presenr arrangemenrs, in force
since t962 but simplified because of the introduction of the common price, and on
the Council's cereal price decisions of December 1964 on the other (r).
A single, derived intervention price, applicable in all selling centres, will be established
for maize as long as the quantities of native corn sold during a normal harvest are
below 45 per cent of the Community's internal consumption.
'$7hen the support price for durum wheat valid for Palermo is lower than the
guaranteed minimum price, aid is granted to marketed production of this wheat.
This aid, of a uniform amount for all Community production, is equal for the
duration of the marketing year to the,difference existing at rhe beginning of the
year between the guaranteed minimum price and the above-mentioned support price.
It is proposed that the marketing year for all cereals should begin on L August.
The support prices for durum wheat, other wheat, barley and rye will only be validfor the same marketing year until 31 May, the prices valid for the first months of
the new marketing year being applied from 1 June.
A single threshold price for the whole Community is fixed for each cereal, the
threshold prices being fixed for Rotterdam in respect of the same qualiry as the basic
target price. Like the target and support prices, threshold prices are fixed monthly
and ex tax.
At the single market stage, it will no longer be possible for the Member States to
grant consumer subsidies for processed cereals.
The Member States impose no restriction on buyers and sellers as regards their choice
of dealers, save as otherwise provided for by the rules governing the internal operations
of co-operatives and similar groupings.
The Commission has also submitted to the Council a proposal for a regulation on
transitional measures for the application of the common price. Special measures are
(r) See Bulletin 2-65. Ch. l.
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laid down in order to avoid disturbances at the iurn of the 1967 /68 marketing year.
These concern:
1) An inventory and valuation, as at 30 June l)67, of certain cereal stocks, partic-
ularly in the Benelux countries and possibly in Italy also;
2) Compensation for cereal stocks up to a ceriain limit in order to neutralize the
differences due to price zoning, especially in France;
3) Special provisions for calculating the levies on processed products during the
month of luly 1967.
Pigmeat \
On 15 December t964, the Council found it desirable to institute Community market
support, which should enter into force on L JuJy 1967. The proposal on pigmeat
takes this idea further. In addition to support measures proper, i.e. purchases by
the intervention agencies, and aids lor private storage, the Commission proposes meas-
ures to regularize production. These measures, which have still to be adopted by
the Council, should make direct intervention unnecessary. They may, for example,
cover the supply of information to farmers and measures to influence the market for
pigs. Such meisures are less expensive aird get at the root cause of price fluctuations.
The level of prices at which market intervention can take place is determined by the
Council by fixing a basic price. This price must not be such as to guarantee a price
level that would result in a general over-production of pigmeat. In fixing the basic
price, the sluice-gate price and the levy for imports of pigmeat from non-member
iountries are taken into account. This ensures that imported produce cannot qualify
for market support. The support price must be at least 90 7o of the basic price.
The Council lays down general rules on the operation and discontinuation of market
support. The Commission, by the Management Committee procedure, decides when
market suppoft can apply and when it is to be discontinued. It can operate when
the market price for pigmeat is at or below the basic price and is tending to remain
at this level. In exceptional cases, particulady'when veterinary measures have the
effect of restricting trade, special measures must be taken, even outside support
periods. {
From 1 July 7967, levies on imports fiom non-member countries will be the samefor each product throughout the Community. The levy on the basic product, pig
carcasses, has two components, the cereals component and the protection component
which_is equal to 7 Vo of the average of sluice-gate prices.
Sluice-gate prices will only be fixed for products whose price formation makes this
possiblE. Fbr the others, supplementary amounts will be-fixed, using the system of
pilot products and derived products. The importation of products for which the
fixing of a supplementary amount is not provided for may be made conditional on
the presentation of import licences. .
Sugar
In conformity with the Council resolution of July L966 the Commission has submitted
to the Council two proposals for regulations on the common organization of markets
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in the sugar sector. The first deals solely wirh the 1967/68 sugar year and provides
only for transitional measures; the second is considered as the future basic sugar marker
regulation which is to come into force from the L968/69 marketing year.
Proposal on the rules for the single sugar
"ppIicable f rom lg68/ 6g onwards
market
The regulation comprises a price system, a trading system and transitional arrangements
to limit price and marketing guarantees.
The system of Communiry prices includes a tatget price for refined sugar, intervention
prices for refined sugar and raw caoe sugar,-threshold prices for refined and raw
sugar and also for molasses. For beet, minimum prices aie fixed in the light of the
intervention prices. The threshold price 
- 
which is the price at which imports can
be admitted ^-. is fixed in the lighi of the target price illowing for transporr cosrs
from the area with the highest surplus to the most distant -deficir ar& in the
Communiry.
During the sugar year market suppoft agencies purchase sugar ar the intervention
price. Denaruring bonuses can be granted and pioduction reJunds are accorded for
sugar used in manufacturing certain ihemical proilucts.
'S7'hen 
sugar is imported, the difference between the threshold price and the cif price
is levied. For deferred imports the amount of the levy may be fixed in advince.
Expolt refunds can- be granfed to offset the difference bitweeir the Communiry price
and the world market price.
During the seven years' adaptation period the iommon price and marketing affartge-
ments-laid down by the Coincil in'July 1966. The qu'antiry produced in"e*cess"of
the quota is the financial responsibiiiry of the produclrr 
"ni 
'm"y not be marketed
within the Community. It is for the Member Stites to allocate basic quantities which
have been fixed by the Council for each of them in the form of individual basic
quotas betwee-n the factories in each national territory. For these basic quoras the
price and marketing guarantees apply fully.
For quantities produced in excess of a guaranteed quantity (I05 % of foreseeable
consumPtion) a production contribution is charged on production in excess of the
basic quota and up to the maximum quota. This contribution, which is a charge on
beet growgjs and sugar factories, maf not exceed a certain amount to be fixed by
the Council.
Proposed regulation for the 1967/68 sugar yeat
This regulation provides for measures concerning prices, trade and the limitation ofproduction. lfith a view to the transition to thl -following marketingyear there are
also certairi measures to avoid difficulties in connection wit-h any su.pTrs stocks when
the common sugar market organization comes into force in 1968/69.
The level_of prices still differs from one Member state to anorher. However, the
l4qryhgt States may not-enlarge the- gap which exists between the prices for their19-66/67 sugar year on the one hand anC the single price fixed for 1968/69 on the
other (21.23 u.a. per. 100 kg). During this sugaiyear the Common Market affange-
ments apply only to beet and cane sugir.
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Intra-Community levies are provided for, and the amount is equal to the difference
between the threshold price-of the-importing Member State and the supply price.
'Each Member State fixe's a ttrestrota p;il i;i;i,il-il-;;;-rrg.;.
Imports..of non-denatured sugar are mad-e 
_on the basis of an award following callsfor public tender. The contrict is awarded to the lovsest-price supplier. As rtgards
imports from non-member countries, the supply price to be'consideiei when awaiding
the contract is equal to the offered price iriui lO /o of the difference between thai
price and the threshold price of the imporiing Member State.
Refunds on exPorts may be granted under certain conditions. Each Member State
takes the necessary action to limit its production in such a way thar the transition
from this sugat year.to.the following ine, which will be the first under the single
market, Tay go ahead without any spEcial difficulty. These measures musr be appli-edin accordance with a method of calculation whiih takes account of three difiirent
comPonents.
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Il. Parliamentary Conference of the EEC
and Associated African States and Madagascar
(Abidjan, 10-1'4 D...*ber 1966)
The third meeting of the Padiamentary Conference of the EEC and the associated
African Srates an& Madagascar (aaSUi was held in Abidjan from 10 to 14 Decem-
ber 1966, with M. Lamine Gueye (Senegal) presiding.
The first speakers were M. De Block, the President of the Councils, and M. Niangwap,
Burundi's Minister of Agriculture and Stock-rearing, who is President of the Associa'
tion Council (r). Tht EEC Commission was represented by M. Rochereau, the
member with special responsibility for overseas development.
In his opening speech, M. Lamine Gueye, said that the presence of European parlia-
mentarians, wh6st task was to help Africa come to life politically, economically and
socially, seerned to him highly symbolic. M. Poher, President of the European
Parliament, expressed satisfaciion with the working of the institutions set up by the
'Yaound6 Convention. He was followed by M. Denise (Ivory Coast), representing
President Houphouet-Boigny who was indisposed, and M. !ace, the President of the
Ivory Coast's National Assembly; they spoke-of the deteriorition in the terms of trade
and'the undesirable fluctuatiorii in woitd prices for tropical products, and appealed
to the Communiry to see that solutions were found to thii incrEasingly acute problem.
The debates
These questions 
- 
the fall in world prices and the deterioration of the terms of
trade 
- 
were prominent in the Padiimentary Conference's debates, in-which- the
influence was filt of informal talks with M.-Hamani Diori, the President of the
Republic of Niger and President of the Joint African and Malagasy Organization,
aside from the Conference table. His ideas were taken up and developed by the
African delegarions; they stressed the need to end the relitive stagnation of trade
berween the associated States and the Six and stop the deterioration in world prices
for'tropical products, and to enable the AASM to adapt themselves to world market
prices within a short space of time. The Conference acknowledged that it was vital
that Europe should iricrease irs aids substantially. The soluti6ns that were most
often put'forward for this purpose, as being likely to l.fad to a recovery in trade,
were i reduction of excise duties on certain tropical products, and action to stabilize
world prices.
Although the African and the European speakers approached these problems differently,
they all tried to be precise and practical and to avoid entrenching themselves in
generalizations. They discussed the working of the Association and its various bodies,
ihe development of rrade, increasing the productiviry of the African states, economic
diversification, domestic taxes on consumption, and financial and technical co-operation.
On this latter point, all the speakers expressed general satisfaction.
I7ith regard to the general conception and working of the Association, both the
European delegates as well as the African underlined its originality; they regarded
the Association as embodying an idea that might later be extended to world level.
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M. Denise pointed out that its originality was nevertheiess perfectly in keeping with
the present political context, and that this explained the attraction the Association
might have for other African countries. At the same time, several speakers said that
the first necessity was to achieve something positive between Europe and Africa, to
find regional sdlutions (MM. Armengaud and Haidara) and only then extend the
benefit of such arrangements to a wider area, placing them, as it were, in the world
context.
It was pointed out that the Association was a stabilizing factor in the w6rld, both
at the political level (M. Poher) and at the economic level (MM. Yace and Haidara).
M. Pedini said that the Association should not, however, become isolationist towards
the rest of the world; everything was impelling Europe towards a world policy, and
the Communiry was called upon to assume world-wide responsibilities, both within the
context of the Geneva Conference on Trade and Development and in the Kenriedy
round negotiations on tariffs. At those talks, the Europeans would have to uphold
the interests of their partners in Africa and Madagascar.
M. Boubou Hama (Niger) said that Europeans needed to be aware of African realities.
For their part, the AASM must get together to see how they could organize themselves
within an overall framework that would enable them gradually to develop.
Many speakers expressed anxiety about trade and the prices for tropical products
on the world market, both because the volume of exports from the AASM to the EEC
had dropped in 1965 and because wodd prices for certain tropical products had fallen.
Several ipeakers said that this situation meant that Africans were workiirg harder and
producing more, only to earn less.
M. Denise wondered whether this trend, if it persisted, might not prove to be
incompatible with the spirit of the Association. '
M. Haidara (Mali), who was echoed by many others, declared that, in intra-Association
trade, account must be taken of the need for markets to be opened progressively,
both for imports and exports. Both the European and the African countries must
continue their efforts to this end. In particular, the European countries should try
to increase their consumption of tropical products and organize publicity campaigns
to make African products better known; the producing countries, for their part,
should try to improve the quality and presentation of their products.
To all the African speakers and many of the Europeans, the fall in world prices for
tropical products. seemed likely to have harmful consequences and, in particular, to
widen the gap between the industrially developed countries and the rest (MM. Denise,
Bersani, Sabatini, Mboua). To overcome the deterioration in commodity prices,
M. Mboua and M. Vendroux considered that markets needed to be organized and
rationalized. M. Vendroux added that, if commodity prices were fixed at remunerative
levels by international agreement, this would effect a certain shift of earning capacity
from the rich countries to the poor.
M. Armengaud declared that he was not convinced by the arguments in favour of the
liberalizatiSn of trade, because that did not of itself'resolve-difficulties nor open pp
new markets
Like M. Terrenoire, he urged that excise duties should be reduced; these were very
heavy in certain Community countries, for example Germany, where revenue from
this source in one year was higher than that country's contributions to the European
Development Fund for five years.
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In reply, M. Metzger recalled the efforts that Germany was making to help the
associated States, and doubted the practical utility of reducing excise duties, since
despite these duties exports of Africin coffee to the Federal Republic had trebled in
a single yeaL 
..
Speech by M.Rochereau
M. Rochereau began by supporting the view already expressed by M. Sissoko (Mali),
saying that the first six mbnths of 7966 showed a more favourable trend in trade;
neverlheless uncertainty persisted, particularly over the fluctuations of world prices.
Studies were being undertaken by the Commission to see what should be done to
promote trade (mirket surveys, trid. for.c*ts with a view to future action of interest 
,
io several States, such as fairs and exhibitions, and studies on industrial diversification).
Turning to the question of excise duties, the Commission's representative pointed out
that these were a substantial source of levenue for the Member States, so that their
abolition would pose serious poblems; he said that any agreement between the Six
to reduce them would have to be made in respect of all similar products, and that it
was, moreover, difficult to tell precisely what effect reducing these duties would have
on the consumption of tropical products. In answer to criticisms addressed to the
Member States that impose these duties, M. Rochereau recdled the disinterested
financial assistance given by the Member States through the EDF.
Resolution
In a unanimous resolution, the Parliamentary Conferehce noted that, where the institu-
tions were concerned, the Association established by the Yaound6 Convention was
functioning well. It expressed the parliamentarians' satisfaction at the progress
achieved in co-ordinating the associated States' policies more effectively with that
of the EEC. Emphasizing that the dialogue between the institutions must be main-
tained, it called for the introduction of the procedure of written questions, and hoped
that the President of the Council would be able to present to the Conference or the
Joint Committee a report on its discussions.
The resolution also approved the operatioo lf develbpment aid and financial co-opera-
tion in the framework of the Association.
TTith regard to trade and prices, the most important subject raised by the African
delegations and the one that caused most concern, the resolution expressed anxiety
at the fall in exports of tropical products to the EEC in 7965, but hoped that thl
improvement made in 1966 would be maintained.
The resolution stressed the need for a ioint effort to work out and sive effect to
solutions by which trade within the Assbciation might be increased anf, obstacles to
the sale of African products on EEC markets eliminated. It asked the Six to study
ways of reducing ce'rtain internal consumer taxes in order to promote the sale oi
African products.
The resolution called for "resolute action" in the framework of the Association, a-nd
subsequently at the world level, to resolve the "crucial problem of the rationalization
of prices, on which the necessary stabilization of world commodiry prices depends".
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Ifith regard to external relations, the parliamentarians hoped that the 24 Eurooean
and African countries of the Association would be able to adipr a co-ordinated position
at the UN Conference on Trade and Development.
Vhile approving the general lines of financial and technical co-operation laid down
by the Council, the resolution advocated wider means for the EEC Commission ro
administer the Fund and more ready recourse to the European Investment Baok.
The Conference expressed satisfaction with the size of the scholarship programme, and
asked that more be done in regard to training supervisory and adminifirative staff.
In conclusion, the resolution pointed to_ the haimful consequences that might followif the members of the Assotiation did not co-ordinate their position in" the UN
Conference on Trade and Development.
Extracts from the speech by M. Njangwap, President of the Association council
"...'$7'e should nore, in the firsr place, that a change took place in the flow of trade
between the AASM and the EEC Member States in i96r, soir. of the latter importing
less and others mote, 
_as is. shown by the statistics annexed to the General h.pori
,.The f.act.that certain Member States- increased their imports from Associated S'tates' with which.they generally did no-t- have special relations-in rhe past, gives reason to
hope that the associated States will gain alcess ro new markets, i deve"lopment which
we would certainly welcome.
Secondly, although there are no precise statistics in this field, the small advance in
the value of overall exports from the Associated States to the EEC Member States
during the period undei review may also be due to a sragnarion or decline in the
outPut of certain products in some of the Associated States] Moreover, we musr nor
underestimate the influence that may have been exerted by diversification of the
Associated states' exporrs to other African countries or to outiide counrries.
LTdy 
. 
and 
-this is perhaps a more serious aspect, and one could discuss at length
whether it is short-term or structural 
- 
we musi reorganize that the fall in the priies
of certain tropical products on the world market is n.ot unconnected with this'semi-
stagnation. 
_ 
As you. know, this pfoblem, which is causing grave anxiety to the
Associated 
-States, is being examined in other international g"ath"erings. In ihis field,
our possibilities of action, which are not insignificant, stem fr6m the ixplicit provisions
of Protocol No. 4 to the gonvention, whi-h requires that the EEC'MemBer States
and the Associated States discuss together their mutual interesrs in the international
sphere. 
_ 
On this- matter there has been no break in their co-operation ar any time
during the period under review."
Exuacts from the speech by M. De Block, President of the C,ouncils
"The statistics show some changes in the Associated States' flo*s of trade. I7e have
exam.ples of 
-this. in the case of lropical woods and cocoa, exports of which are risingto all the Member States as well 1o non-member counrries] The fact that tropicJ,
woods enjoy 
-no -preference in the Community is sufficient proof that preferenie is
only one 6f the fictors thar determine trade fl6ws.
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On the same theme, I should also like to emphasize 
- 
because I think this is
important 
- 
that ihese adjustments by. Africin e.xPorters to 
.conditions on the
Euiooean markets rhat they wish to enter,'in order to. in-crease and diversify their trade
tt"*i *i[ Jso make thdm more competitive on ihe world market and thu-s give
;h;;'" in"ni. to widen their outlets. T-hese are no idle words, for here, too, a fruitful
attempt has been stalted, as is shown by the increase in the AASM's. exPolts to
oo"#.1nb". countries, *ii.h hus alreadl been mentioned by the President of the
Association Council.
In addition, rhis attempt to change the level of exports should, in. my opinion, be
accompagnied by a similar efforr Tn A-frica 
.itself, at the production level, to improve
cualini fia t..i prices down. I would point out that the latter will not -necessarily
,irean'lower pri..i fo. the producer; theie are other direct or indirect elements in
in.i. pri..t tiat could be influenced. I trn thinking, for example, in very different
fields,-of improvements in transport and productivity.
The Community, for its part, is ready to suPPoft, through its financial and technical
co-oDerarion and under tie terms of the Ylbundd Convention, any efforts that the
AASM may be willing to make for this purpose."
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!l!. Tariff preferences for semi-finished
and finished producrs from the
developing countries
on 21 November L966, the Commission ,.n, ,t. Council a nore on the oossibilitv
of the industrialized countries granting tariff preferences for semi-finished uni finirt.i
products^to all the developing counlries, rhi objec being rhat the Council should
adopt a Communiry position on the subject.
The problem
The eighth "general principle" of recommendation A.I.I. of the first United Nations
Conference on world trade and developmenr, declares thar new tariff and non-tariff
preferdnces should- be granted to all the developing countries *lrhou, at the same
time being gra.nted. to the developed counrries. hltEougtr the wording of the eighth
"general princiPle" does not limit it to semi-finistred a"nd finished prldu.6, it fi inpractice only relevant to these products.
The aim of the developing countries. is to obtain completely dury-free entry to the
markets of all the developed counrries,_temporarily anf wiihout'reciprociry, within
the fram.ewotk of generalized and non-discriirinarcry tarilf preferencei. A,iibng th.
industrialized countries, there are very wide differenies of opinion on whether oI rrot
to admit the principle of preferences.- The.EEC Member- Sta'tes, the United Kingdom,
Denmark, Austria and Japan. approve_ this principle, bur an important grofip of
cou.ntries, including the united Slates, Switzeriand, Sweden and Noiway, are"opfosed
to lt.
It should, however, be noted that, in official circles in the United States, the original
American attitude is tending to become less rigid. Secondly, the couniries that" arein favour of the.principle o-f_introducing new freferences dif?er considerably on thequestion of methods. The united Kingdom Taiours a general, non-discriminatory
approach; the EEC Member States, all of wtrictr supported t-his principle at the GATf
ministerial meeting in 196), disagree on how it sli6uld be appiied. '
The Community should now.clarify. its support for- the principle of new preferences
by agreeing on the method by which thef could be grinted. This is n6w dl the
more necessary because the work in progress at UNeTAD, GAT:r and oECD is
sufficiently far advanced to call for an bfficial starement of the Communiry's arritude.
Arrangements for these preferences
In its note, the Commission proposes that arrangements for these preferences should
be on the following lines:
l) Waiuing the moil-fauoure.d.-nalion.claase. Before preferences are inrroduced, asbroad an agreemenr as possible must be reached to *iiu. the principle of equaliry
ot treatment rn tarltf mattefs.
2) The limit 9f therc prefereTcgt. Appropriate ways musr be found of limiting the
lymbgr of preferences graated fo:. ghe {evelgping iountries' products that corf;petedirectly with domestic pioducts. This might bi d-one in the f6flowing ways:
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d) By reducing custoflls duties, (or granting exemption) for a specific period, 
.by
tariff iines, for -manufactured and semiJinishe-d articles from the developing countries,
with the gineral proviso that a safeguard clause could be invoked in the event of the
market belng disturbed or threatene-d with disturbances.
b) By granting tariff quotas at reduced or nil duties.
Each of these sysrems has its advantages and drawbacks- For this teason it will not
be possible to use either of them Exclusively, in order to solve the problem of
preferenc.s, but a solution will have to be found that combines the two.
Preferential treatmenr should be granted for a period,of about ten years. The marginal
preference oughr to be large eno,-ugh to give.i real boost to the de-vgloping countries'
exports of products that are not yet comPetlttve'
' D The countiet granting pret'erences. It would- undoubtedly.. be best if all the
industriatized countrLs too[ cbrri.rt.d action, even if not necessaiily in the same form
or by the same means. It is important for the EEC to see that aiy position adopted
as rlsard the qranting of preferences to the developing countries safeguards the
specifi interests"of the" assoc^iated African States and Madagascar and does not lead
t6 a fundamental change of policy towards them (Treaty of Rome) unless there is
a definite assurance thai the p'resent regional arrangements can be effectively replaced
by world arraflgements.
4) Beneficiartt counrriet. Thoueh there is general agreement that all the developing
countries'shou[d be able to benefit from this-form of-assistance, opinions are divided
as to obiective criteria for the definition of "developing countiies". It therefore
appears issential that the parties concerned should fir-st of all agree on the list of
beneficiary countries.
5) Consaltations witb the deueloping coantriet and, *tilization ot' 
-preferences, .Forpolitical and psychological reasons depending mainly on the limited economic ettect
^of preferences, it woul-"d not be advisable to -grant pieferences without first consulting
the'develooins countries. The developing lountries should therefore be shown the
lists of pr6duEtt for which preferentiai tarlffs 
-may posibly be iotroduced 
- 
worked
our by 6ach country or grorip of industrialized countries 
- 
5q thas they can exPress
their opinion.
For tactical reasorrs, the developing countries will certainly prefer to act in concert to
uphold their interests and thiir -views. Consultations with groups of developilg
c6untries would certainly encourage regional co-operation between them. There is,
however, no reason why'consultati6ns sf,ould flot also be held with all the developing
countries together or with a delegation rePresenting them.
Conclusions
On the considerations set out in its note, the.Commission proposes that the Community
should clearly reaffirm its support for the principle of tariff preferences being granted
for semi-finilhed and finished products from the developing countries.
Furthermore, the Commission holds that an automatic system, of preferences, applicable )
to all produits, is scarcely conceivable and would. be impossible lor 1lre. Communiry to
operat;. The Commission thinks that appropriate solutions should be worked out
pioduct by product.
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lV. lnternal activities
ESTABTISHMENT OF A SINGLE MARKET
customs mattefs
Tariff quotas,
i. On 29 November 1966 (r), the Commission, acting under protocol No. XV to
the.List G agreement, granted the following tariff quot-as to Member States for the
period 1 lanuary-3lDeiember 1967:
Member
Stato
Ttriff
heading Deription of product Quantity(m.t.) Duty
Nerherlands
Germany
79.0L A
ex 79.01 A
Unwrought zinc
Unwrought zinc, unalloyed
10 000
,0 000
nil
nil
on 1 December 1966 (2), the Commission, acing under protocol No. XI to the
List G agreement, granted^the following tariff quotas to Member States for the period
1 January-31 December 1967 :
Member
State
TtriIT
heading Descrlption of product Qtrantity(Io.t.) Duty
Germany
Nerherlands
Netherlands
B.L.E.U.
Italy
73.02 D
.7).02 D
,n:.02 c
73.02 C
ex 73.02 E I
B.L.E.U. ex 73.02 E I
Netherlands ex 73.02 B I
Ferro-si lico-manganese
Ferro-silico-manganese
Ferro-silicon
Ferro-sjlicon
Ferro-chromium containing not
more than O.l0 Vo by weight of
carbon and more than 30 /o but
nor more than 90 Vo of chromium(over-refined ferro-chromium)
Ferro-chromium containing nor
mote than 0.10 7o by weight of
carbon and more than 30 % but
not more than 90 7o of chromium(over-refined ferro-chromium)
Ferro-chromium containing nor
rnore than 0.10 /o by weight of
carbon and more than 30 "% bur
not rnore than 90 Vo of chromium(over-refined ferro-chromium)
2L 390 
- 
nil
ilO nil
3 270 nil
9 330 nil
L940 nil
nil400
60 nil
t7
(') See official gazette No. 1, 6 January 1967.(2) Ibid., No. 4, 12 January 1967.
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On 5 December 1966 (r), the Commission, u.tirg l,nd., Article 25(3 ani 4) ot the
Treaty, increased ttre taiiii quota granted to Italy for tunny, fresh, chilled or frozen,
for cinning (CCT heading .* Ol.dt B I b) from 40 000 io 45 000 metric tons, for
the period"l ianuary-3l december 1967. The duty on this additional quota is 0.5 Vo.
On 13 December L966 ('1),the Commission, acting under Article 25(1 and 4) of the
ir.rty, increased ttre taiiff quota granted to the-Federal Re-public of.- Germany for
cod, toalfish (pollack), hadd^ock a-nd Norwegian rosefish, fiesh, chilled or frozen(ccT heading"ex 0351 ,B I c) from 6700-to 9000 metric tons, for the period
L lanuary-3l December 1967.
on 1g December 1966 (s), the Commission, acting under Protocol No. XV annexed
to th; List G agreemeni,'granted the following tlriff quotas to Member States for
imports from non-member countries:
Irtember
Stato
Tarilt
heading Description of product
Qumtity(m.tJ
Netherlands
Germany
Belgium
Unwrought lead
Unwrought lead
Unwrought lead
18 000
60 000
10 000
of wich
4 000 of
work lead
containing
at least
0.03 Vo by
by weight
of silver,
for refining
nit r.r.rbez-
30.6.1967
nil' 1967
78.01 A
78.01 A
78.0i A
ni[ 1967
On 21 December 1966 (a), the Commission, acting under Article 25(3) of the,Treaty,
granted the following tariff quotas to Membei States for the period 1 January-
31 December 1967:
It{embtr
State
Tarifl
headi[g Description oI Product
Quautity(E.t') Duty
B.L.E.U.
Netherlands
ex03.01 BIc
ex03.01 BIc
Pilchards of the sardina ocellata
variety, fresh, chilled or frozen
Pilchards of the sardina ocellrta
variety, fresh, chilled or frozen
300 6vo
6Vo
(1)
(2)
(3)
(n)
(s)
See official gazette No. 2)4, 2l December 1966.
Ibid., No. 217, 23 December 1966.
Ibid., No. 71, 20 Januar1 1967.
Ibid., No. 12, 2l lanuarv 1967.
Ibid.; No. 246, )l December 1966.
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/on 22 December 1966 (t), the commission, acting under Arcicle z5G) of the Treaty.
granted the 
-Federal Republic of Germany a taif f (uota of 6 000 metiii tons for L96i',gl^d{.y of 9.4Vo, for imports of prunes from non-member countries (CCT heading
08.12 C).
on 22 December tg66 ('z.),.the Council 
_acring under Article 25(1) of the Treaty,granted the following tariff quotas to Membei States for 1967,'for imports from
non-member countries:
Ilember
State
TariIf
heading Description of product Quantity(m.t.) Duty
Germany
France
48.01 A )
48.01 A
Newsprirft
Newsprint
,3' 000
i07 000
nil
nil
\
on 22 December L966 (2), the council, acring under Article b(t and 4) of rhe Treaty,
increased the following rariff quotas for 1967:
i). Tariff quota granred ro the Netheilands for hydrogenized, polymerized and
dimerized rosin (CCT heading ex 38.08 C), from 2700 {o 3 750 -meiric tons;
ii) 
.Ta,ifj_quota glante{^,g:jl. Federat Republic of Germany for newsprint (ccrheading 48.01 A), from 525 000 to 5r0000hetiic tons;
ii)^^Taiff 
_glo?-granted to France for newsprint (C6T heading 48.01 A), from76000 to 115 000 metric tons;
iv]^-Tariff quota granted to the Netherlands for iron or steel powders (CCT heading'
73.0, A), from 1 500 to 1 750 merric tons.
Suspension of CCT duties: iluty-free enrry for aeroplane
eqr,ripment etc.
2. At its session of. 2l and 22 December L966, the Council adopted four decisions (,)
suspend.ing the.CCT duties on certain aircratt and aviation equ-ipment, together with
a decision instituting. a Community tariff quora, ar nil dury, ?or impor"ts of tyres
tor certaln types of arcratt.
These decisions:
i)- Extend for a further 
-p.-rlod the provisions of Pro-tocot No. xvll to the Treatyof Rome dated 2 March 1960 and concerning rhe products in List G;
ii) Permit the dury-free entry of equipmenr for the maintenance and repair of
aircraft of over 15 tons, on the basis oi Arricle 28 of rhe Treaty, as the Com?nission
had proposed.
These decisiofls remove the need to apply the procedure provided for in Article 169 of
the.EEC-Treaty, which- had_been initiated against certiin Member States in respect
of duty'fr_ee imports of goods for the equiprienr, maintenance and repair of air&aft
of over 15 tons.
(r) See official gazette No. 12, 2L January 1967.(') Ibid., No 246, 3l December 1966.
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This leaves open the question of supplies for shipbuilding and for the construction
of aircraft of unspecified weight or for repair and maintenance of airuaf.t of under
15 tons.
Reduction of CCT duties on parts of nuclear rdactors
3. At its session of 21 and 22 Decembe r 1966, the Council decided (') to maintain
until 31 December 1967 the reduction in the CCT duty on certain parts on components
of nuclear reactors (CCT heading84.59 B II a), as far as non-irradiated natural uranium
fuel elements are concerned.
Amendments to the common customs tarif.f
4. At its session of 21 and 22 D'ecember L966, the Council adopted a decision ('z)
making certain amendments to the common customs tariff with effect from
L Janiary 1967.
Meetings of the Customs Committee
5. The Customs Committee met on 6 December 1966 under the chairmanship of
M. Colonna di Paliano. This committee, composed of heads oF national customs
departments, periodically reviews the progress made by the Commission in aligning
customs legislation.
M. Colonna di Paliano stressed the need to complete the essential work to reduce
frontier controls as much as possible, and to ensure uniform application of the common
customs tariff by 1 July 1968.
Examination of the German delegation's proposal on bonded warehouse was continued.
Substantial progress was made, particularly in settling the date applicable for customs
valuation.
The French proposal to facilitate movement of goods in transit within the Communiry
by keeping delays at frontiers to a minimum has been embodied in a draft regulation
prepared by the Commission; this will be discussed on 27 January 19.67.
C.ountervailing charges
Imports into Germany and France of flowers grown in
the Netherlands
6. On 2 December 1966 (3), the Commission authorized the Federal Republic of
Germany to impose a countervailing charge on imports of tulips, narcissi anC hyacinths
(flowers, buds and bulbs) from the Netherlands, until 31 October 1967. In the grounds
for its decision, the Commission said rhat these charges would restore normal conditions
of competition.
On the same date the Commission authorized France to imposia countervailing charge
on the same products (t). t
(r) See official gazette No. 241, 28 December 1966.('?) Ibid., No. 246, 31 December 1966.(3) Ibid., No. 217, No. 23 December 1966.
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Application of Council Regulation No. 160/66 /CEE to the French overseas
departments
7. On 2 December 1966, the Commission submitted to the Council a proposal
a Council decision on the application of Council Regulation No. 160/66/CEE
27 October t966 o the French overseas departmenti; this regulation institutes
trading system for certain goodg manufactureil from agricultural- products (r).q d i t  
Customs lElislation
Easing of trade forrnalities between EEC Member States
8. On 6 December 1966, the EEC Commission put before the Council of Ministers
a draf.t 'decision intended to ease the formalities, required by.Member States in their
mutual trade.
The Commission had found that the system of licences automatically required for
liberalized products was a hindrance to intra-Community trade because it caused delay
and extra costs for firms and was even in some cases a camouflaged means of imposing
restrictions.
The Commission also noted that the Member States could obtain the same results as
those achieved by the licence thiough other formalities, such as the compulsory
technical visa or the producrion of an aurhorization or similar document, which had
the same restrictive effect on intra-Community trade.
The Commission therefore considered that, in order to remove these obstacles, action
should be undertaken with regard not only to the automatic licence requirement but
also to all similar formalitiesf whether prior or concomitant, which still have to be
observed on import or export of goods no longer subject to quantitative restrictions
between the Member States.
The proposal is for a general prohibition, with effect fr-om 1 April 1967, on making
import or export subjecc to 
-compliance with certain formalities. However, in the
present stage of development df the Common Market, the rule must be modified by a
few exceptions, which will disappear as the aims of the Treaty are achieved.
The proposed decision is in pursuance of Article 235 of the Treary.
COMPETITION
Application of the rules of comPetition: cartels and dominant positions
1 19th conference of cartel .*p.rt,
l\ 9. The 19th conference of experts on cartels in the EEC Member States was held] in Brussels on 30 November -and 1 December 1966, under the chairmanship of
M. Verloren van Themaat, Director-General.
The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the Commission's Memorandum on
indust-riai concentration in the Common Market, and in particular to consider how
far Articles 85 and 86 of the EEC Treaty were applicable to metgers.
(') See Bulletin 12-66,.Ch. III, sec. 1.
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Approximation of turnover tax legislation 
,
10. At its meeting of 20 December 1966, the Council examined the Commission's
proposals for the first and secofld Council directives on the approximation of rhe
legislation of Member States concerning turnover taxes. The eouncil discussed the
broad lines of fiscal harmonization, and agreed to resume this discussion at a forth-
coming meeting. It instructed the Committee of Permanent Representatives to
continue the work on the first and second directives for the harmonizaiion of turnover
taxes. The Committee will present a memorandum on the work that should be done
to harmonize excise duties and taxes affecting capital movements.
In addition, the Council discussed questions connected with drawback on exports and
countervailing charges on imports in relation to turnover taxes.
FREE MOVEMENT OF PERSONS
Freedom of establishment and freedom to supply services
Council directive in the real esrare secror
11. On 6 December L966 the Council adopted a directive to introduce freedom of
establishment and freedom to supply services-in a self-employed capacity in:
1. Dealings in real estate (ISIC Group 640);
2. Certain business servites (ISIC Group 839) (').
T!re_ propgs-al on which this directive is based was submitted by the Commission on
24 July 1964.
In the real estate sector the liberalization affects all dealings of persons orcompanies
who derive income from the purchase, sale, lease or management 6f real estate whether
developed or undeveloped, in particular industrial, commErcial or residential premises,
or from..rights pcrtaining to.these types of properry or from activity as &pert or
intermediary in dealings relating to iuch proplrties or rights.
Numerous activities in the business services secror are liberalized. These fall into
such categories as:- private employment agencies; inquiry agencies and security services;
advertising agencies 
-and serv_ices; the organization 
'of 
-private 
commercial events(industrial and trade fairs, exhibitions, etc.);lervices ancillar-y to office work. includins
the hiring-out of mechanical or electronic office equipmenr; rranslation servicesl
business.consultancy services; literary and artistic profesiioirs; valuers (except insurance
assessors), etc.
The dlrective abolishes all provisions stipulating thar the persons concerned shall
poss€ss the nationality.of the 
-country in *tricf, ii is desir'ed'io carry on the activityor that they must hold a professional card, foreign trader'i idenriry 'card or the lik6.
Furthermote, the beneficiaries- may join professional organizations on the same terms
and with the same rights and duiiei as -nationals.
II
f
(t) See otficial gazette No. 10, 19 Jawary 1967,
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The Member States to which the directive. is hddressed have six months from the
date of notification in which to take measures for its application.
However, certain activities remain excluded from the liberalization. These are land
surveying, press activities, customs agents, economic, financial, commercial and
statistical adlisers, and credit and debt-collecting Cervices.
The Council will issue special directives for these activities in due coutse.
Freedom of establishment
for aid
ln agricu ltu re; e I ig i b i I i ty
i
I
I
I
12. On 23 December 1966 the EEC Commission transmitted to the Council a proposal
for a directive to introduce a further degree of freedom of establishment in agriculture-
This will implement a provision of thi General Programme adopted 
-!y jt. Council
on 18 December 1961, -*hich lays down that by the beginning of 1968 farmers who
.i. ,.ti""rit of otf,.. Member States and ulreaJf .tt.btitfi.d in"a Membei State "shall
be entitled to receive any type of aid subject to the same coniitions as the nationals
of the State concerned"'. 'th. ptopotul' concerns all aids 
- 
in cash or, whele
appropriate, in kind 
- 
irrespectivi oi their form and the public or semi-public body
oitii.n airtiibutes them. Nevertheless, the benefits of welfare or social security
systems do not fall within its scope but will be dealt with by other measuies. The
rlstrictions to be removed stem liws, regulations and administrative practices in the
Member States. Befo-re adopting the prdposed directive, the Council will refer it to
the European Parliamenr ani thi Commuhiry s Economic and Social Committee.
The proposal represents a new set of measures for the introduction of freedom of
est"bfirh-.nt in agriculture following directives 63/261 ail 61/_262 (concerning
respectively freedofr of establishment- for former agricultt','al workers in the host
.or'ntry arid freedom of establishment on derelict or uncultivated farm lands), the
propor.d directives on farm leases and the right of farmers alre_ady established to move
io inoth.r farm, and the proposed directivei on the access of such farmers to credit
and their right to joint agricultural co-operatives.
General freedom of establiihment in agriculture, i.e. the right to set uP in any Member
State, will flot be granted until the en? of the transition period 
- 
normally in 1970.
Freedom to provide services in agriculture was already introduced by Council directive
65/I of 14 December 1964.
Freedom of esrablishment and freedom to provide services in forestry are covered in
a proposed directive at Present before the Council.
Free movement of workers
t| 13. The Technical Committee on the free movement of workers met on 15 Decem-
bir 1966 in Brussels. It studied the trend of Member States' calls on non-national
' 
*.npo*er during the first nine months of 1966 anC ptiority in employmelt g1ag1e$
to iommunity iorkers. It noted that calls on forEign.manpower by the deficit
countries of the Community declined by 76500, or t4/o, in relation to the same
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period of 1965. 
- 
This decline and the proportion of it represented by Communiry
inanpower vary for rhe different countrie^s ai foUows:
Country Non-national ttranpower
8 r00 (- 34 %)
- 
64 000 (- t4 %l
- 
16 000 (- t6 %l
l e00 (- 26 %)
+ 2600(+ll%)
EEC aanpower
+ 23 (+ 0.3 %)
- 
27 000 (- t'.o %)
4 000 (- 28.0 %\
r 300 (- 22.s yzl
s.0 %l
Belgium
Germany
France (r)
Luxembourg
Netherlands
(r) Situation lor the 6st eitht Eonths.
This survey also brings out rhe fact that rhe proportion of calls on Community
manpower in relation ro rotal non-narional manpower rose from 74 to 84 % ii
Luxembourg, from 32 to 48 /o. in Belgium, and- was staric ar 45 7o in Germany,
whereas it fell from 13 to 11 /p in France and from 17 to L4 Vo in the Netherlandi.
The C-ommittee also reviewed rhe situation of Community workers as regards redun-
dancy and assistance from employment offices. It was found that equil treatmenr
with nationals as laid down under community arrangemenrs was bling correctly
observed.
14. From 6 to 9 December L966 an information meeting for officials of employment
services was held at Duisburg (Germany). A discussion wis held on rhe free movlment
of workers within the Community, ind rhose participating had an opportunity of
gettiog to.know the o-rganization'and working'of eriployXrenr offices"in Gerrirany
and of visiting some of rhem.
ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL POHC.--
Short-term economic policy
15. At its session of 20 December 1966 the Council studied the shorr-term economic
situation in the Community and drew certain conclusions from ir. On rhe basis of
a proposal from the Commission it adopted a recommendation to the Member States
concerning rhe main lines of short-term economic policy for 1967 (r)-
The main points of this recommendation are as follows:
The stress is laid primarily on the. need to combat the general trend for prices and
unit costs to rise in the Community. However, the relommendation takis accounr
of differences in the economic situaiions of the member counrries.
I
,
(', S* ,ffl.l"l gazette No, 24lt 28 Decemhr 1966.
z+ z. t967
l)
Thus, in France and Italy, where the upward movement is less pronounced than in
the rest of the Community, the essentiai point is to prevent domestic delnand from
advancing too strongly. In Germany economic policy should be aimed at optimum
giowth and stability.
To attain these objectives, Germany, Italy, tselgium and Luxembourg' are urged to
reduce appreciably h 1967 the cash deficit of all public administrations. As regards
the Netherlands, the cash deficit should be limited to the deficit of the 1967 dralt
budget. It is also 'recommended that the French Government 'avoid the recurrence of
a cash deficit in the execution of its 1967 budget.
In M'ember States where public administrations as a whole have a deficit, the tecom-
mendation urges that measures to reduce this should weigh mdre heavily on public
and private consumption than on gross fixed asset formation, and sets out a certain
number of ways of reducing the deficit. It calls for genuine cost-effectiveness in
public services which are heavily in deficit and, by anaTogy, extends this concept to
iocial security wherever this presents large and grorving deficits. To finance public
deficits it retommends recouise to domestic savings eiclusively and, in the case of
Italy, the progressive reduction of financing by rec5urse to the'money market.
As regards cridit policy the recommendation suggests that this could be made more
flexible in the Benelux countries if budget austerity were to materialize. In Germany
such greater flexibility could be achievid under a general programme following the
main lines of the Council recommendation. In France and Italy the present fairly
flexible policy can be continued, but any excessive expansion of'credit should be
avoided.
All the Member Stutes are also invited to act more vigorously against obstacles to
competition.' They are recommended to keep a close watch on price formation in
markets where competition is inadequate. As to price freezing, the recommendation
suggests that France continue to make this more flexible.
After stressing the need for appropriate measures to stimulate household savings, the
recommendation finally invites the member Governments to step up their efforts in
the incomes policy field.
Moreover, the Council decided to examine in July 1967 the development of the
Community's short-term economic situation.
Medium-term economic policy
L6. At its session of 20 December 1966 the Council held a broad exchange of views
on the drafr medium-term economic programme for 1966-70 drawn up by the
Commission on the basis of the advance draft programme prepared by the Medium-
term Economic Policy Committee which the Council established on 15 April 1964.
At the end of the debate the Council instructed the Committee of Permanent
Representatives to finalize the texts of the draft programme which will be sutmitted
foi its approval at a forthcomiirg meeting.
Energ'y policy: p€trolerrm probt"-,
17. The EEC Commission has published two reports on the Community's oil industry
drawn up oir the basis of information communicated by the Member States.
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The first of these reports, which is summarized beldw, concerns the supply of petrol
and refined products to the Community (1).
Imports of crude oil in 1965 amounted to 228m. tons, an increase of 32m. tons or
16.17o over 1964. The Middle East remained the chief supplier with 139m. tons, bur
its share in all'imports declined slightly 
- 
from 62.57o i peq to 6l.l/o in 1965.
On the other hand Africa which, since 1960, had held second place, continued irs
rapid progress, with an increase of 16m. tons over 7964,bringing-1965 imports from
this area to 69m. rons, or 30.27o of the total.
Although they have always covered only a small proportion of requirements, imports
of refiriedproductsnevert'helessfellfurther-froni2fm.tons or9.i/o of reqt,irerients
in 1964 to 18.4m. rons or 75% in 1965.
The share of supplies of oil and petroleum products from the East bloc countries fell
slightly, with 13.2m. tons or 5.7%o ia 1965, as against lZ.9m. tons or 6.3% in 1964.
These imports.break down to 7m. tons for Italy, 3.8m. tons for Germany, 2.16m. tons
for France, and0.21m. tons for B.L.E.U. ln1966 it is planned to import 15.7m. tons
from the East bloc countries, the increase chiefly concirning France- ( + 1.2m. tons),
Germany (+lm. tons) and Italy (a0.3m. tons).
The second report (2), which deals with investmenr programmes, gives a general
pic-ture of what has been achieved in 1965 as regards prbspEcting, exrAction, rEfining
and transporr. It also supplies the first estimateifor 1970.-
Thanks to an intense prospecting programme 
- 
900 000 metres were drilled in
1965 
- 
new oil resources have beeh Erought to light in the Community. Proven
reserves were estimated at abour 219m. rons in 1965. However, Communiry produc-
tion 
- 
i5.5m. tons in 1965 
- 
covers only a small par. (7/o) of requirements.
Growth was much more notable for natural gas, reserves of which were estimated
on 
_1 January 1966 at nearly 1 600 000m. cubii metres as againsr only 300 000m. in1960. This was due chiefly'to the discovery of the Groningen field in ihe Netherlands
and a re-evaluation of resources in Germany. In 1965 gas covered orly 4%o of the
Community's total energy consumption: it could cover abour 87o frcm 1970 onwards.
The total capacity of community refineries rose from 234m. tons in L964 to 268m. in
7965, and it is foreseen that it hay reach nearly 400m. tons in 1970.
The progress of the oil inCustry can be measured if we consider that in 1958, the first
year of the Common Market, the refining capacity of the six countries did not exceed
112m. tons.
goynlfy by, country, refining capacity was as follows on 1 January 1966: Italy (norincluding the statutory reserve) 85m. tons; Germany 8lm. tons; France 71m. tons;
Netherlands 32m. tons; and B.L.E.U. 17m. tons.
A-t the.beg.inning of 1966.the Community had 20 pipelines for long-distance rransporc
of crude oil with a total length of 3900km and an-initial transpoir capacity of 88m.
tons pef year. II
(.r) Imponations !gs. la-Communaut6 de pdtrole brur er des produits p6troliers en provenaocedes pays tiers 
.en 1964, .1965 et pr6visions i>ov 1966/67 (Impo-rts into ihe Community of crudeoil and perroleum products from non-member countries in -7964 and 1965 and foiecasts for
1966/ 67).(3) Programme d'imestissements_dans- I'industrie p6troliire de la Communauti (Programme of
investments in the Community oil industry).
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Seven pipelines are at present being built or planned. They have a total length of
l265km and an initial transport capacity of 42m. tons.
In 1970 a refining capacity of at least 140m. tons should be linked with pipelines,
i.e. about 35% of total capacity. We thus nore a definite tendency for refineries to
move towards the centres of consumption, since at the beginning of 1962 only 27%
of refineries were supplied by pipeline.
(r) See official gazette No. 215, 22 Dxember 1966.('2) Ibid., No. 234, 21 December 1966.(3) See Ch. I of this Bulletin.({) See official gazette No. 221, 1 December 1966.(5) Ibid., No. 230, 13 December 1966.
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COMMON AGRICULTURAL POLICY
Com mon organ i zat ion of ugric,rli,rral markets
Cereals and rice
18. On 14 December 1966, the Council adopted a regulation amending the lists of
products falling under Regulations Nos. 19 and |3/64/CEE (').
On the same date, it also adopted a regulation bn the arrangements applicable to
certain types of animal feed based on cereals and rice (t).
On 20 December 1966, the Commission adopted a regulation amending Regulation
No. 70, in order to Iay down coefficients of equivalence between the quality standard
fixed for the threshold price and Greek durum wheat and Mexican sorghum offered
on the world market ('?).
This regulation supplements the Annex to Regulation No. 70 which did not include
coefficients of equivalence for these two types of cereals. The coefficients are 5 u.a.
per metric ton to be added to the cif price of Greek durum wheat, and 0 u.a..per
metric ton for Mexican sorghum.
On 13 December 1966, the Commission submitred to the Council proposals concerning
-the operation of the market organization for cereals at the single market stage (3).
Beef and veal
19. On 30 November 1966, the Commission adopted a regulation extending Regula-
tion No. 40/66/CEE until 29 January 1967 ('); the latter regulation laid down
maximum refunds on exports to non-member countries of frozen beef and veal which
has not been the subject of market support.
On 12 December 1966, the Commission adopted a regulation laying down new
provisions to avoid deflection of intra-Community trade in frozen beef and veal (5).
tJnder Regulatioq No. 123/66/CEE, frozen mear imported from non-member countries
and stored- in the importing Member State for three months or more could benefit
from intra-Community trearmenl on being exported to another Member State. If this
provision had been maintained, it woulil have encouraged a new deflection of trade,
in view of the possible difference between the levies charged by Member States on
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imports from non-member countries, since an importer in one Member State could
have imported frozen meat from a non-member iounrry, srored it for three months
and then re-exported it to another Member State, thui benefiting from intra-Com-
munity treatment. In order to discourage any speculation, rhe C-ommission decided
to increase the minimum period for storige to 12 consecurive monrhs.
On 22 Decembet t966,_the Council adopted a regulation exrending unril 31 March L967
Regulation No. ll0/66/CEE authoriiing kal! to suspend thE customs duries and
levies on iryp9r-ts.o!_ti-rS cattle weighing noi more than 300 kg. per head (CCT
heading ex 01.02 A II (r).
Pigmeat
20. On 7 December 1966,-the Council adopted a regulation fixing the levies on
imports of pigs, pigmeat and pigmeat producis from n"on-member cSuntries for the
first quarter of L967 (!). This is the usual quarterly review of these levies.
On i3 December 1966, the Commission laid before the Council proposals concerning
the market organization for pigmear ac the single market stage (-r). -
Eggs and poultry
2L. On 1 December 1966,-the Commission adopted a regulation adjusting and fixing
the sluice-gate prices and fixing the levies on imports-of eggs from -non-membei
countries for the first quarter of 1967 (3). As there is a varialion of more than 3%oin the feeding costs foi laying hens and geese, the Commission decided to make the
corresponding changes in the sluice-gate pr-ices and levies for eggs and derived products,
chicks and geese. The sluice-gate piices and levies for -t-he other prod-ucts ari
unchanged.
In addition, on 5 December 
-1966, the commission adopted a regularion amendingthe supplementaty amounts for slaughtered chickens and hens .id for halves anf,
quarters of chickens and hens (3). Under this regularion:
i) The supplementary amount for imports of chickens and hens (83%o dressed) from
non-member countries, and of chickens and hens (70% dressed)-from Hungary, poland
and Roumania, is increased from 0.15 u.a. per kg. to 0.175 u.a. per kg.;- ''
ii) The supplementary amount for chickens and hens (67% diessed) from all non-
member countries is reduced from 0.125 u.a. per kg. to 0.1 u.a. per kg.;
iiil The supplementary amount for halves and quarters of chickens and hens importedfrom Hungary, Poland and Roumania is increased from 0.125 u.a. per kg. to 0.175 u.a.
per kg.; for those from anywhere else, it is reduced from 0.12) u.i. per"kg. to 0.1 u.a.
per kg.
On the same date, the Cemmission adopted a regulation hbolishing the supplementary
amount of 0.125 u.a. per kg. for imports of siell eggs originat'Ing in ih'e people'i
Republic of China (')ibecarise the ex'porters of that 6unt.y"rr. n5w respecting the
sluice-gate price.
(t) See official gazette No. 237, 2) Decemtrcr 1966.(2) See Ch. I of this Bulletin.(r) See official gazette No. 226, 6 December 1966.
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On 14 December 1966, the Commission adopted a regularion fixing a supplemenrary
amount of 0.275 u.a. per kg. for imports of slaughtered guinea-fowl from all non-
member countries (t), following imports ar prices lower ihan the sluice-gate price.
On the 
.same date, the Commission adopted a regulation amending RegulationNo 79/66/CEE with regard to the feed-cbnversion late (') applicabie to poultry
wings (1). The Commission decided to change CCT heading 02.02 B II il from
"wings, whole" ro "wings, whole, whether with rip or nor". The feed-conversion rates
remain the same.
Lastly, on 22 December 1966, the Commission adopted a regulation amending the
supplementary amount for liquid or frozen egg yolks (3). The supplemenrary amounts
for products originating in the United Kingdom and Czechoslovakia are increased
from 0.45 u.a. per kg. to 0.55 u.a. per kg.; for products from other non-member
countries, they are reduced from 0.45 u.a. kg. to 0.4 u.a. per kg.
Milk an.d milk products
22. On 14 December 1966, the Council adopted a regulation on the arrangements
applicable to compound animal feeding-stuffs with a basis of milk powder and other
milk products (a).
At the same session, the Council requested the Commission to submit to it in the
near future a proposal to include cream (CCT heading 04.01) in the common organiza-
tion of the market; the Council will take its decision on this proposals before
3I March 1967.
The Member States that apply the slstem of temporary admission for cream have
already concluded an arrangement between them limiting the number of import
licences granted under the latter system, and the number of import licences renewed,
to the quantities exported to non-member countries afteg processing.
On 22 December 1966, the Council adopted a regulation authorizing France to reduce
the levy on imports of special milks for infant feeding (3).
Regulation No. lIl/64/CEE provided a special system of levies and refunds for
special milks for infant feeding, under which these levies and refunds can be calculated
in the light of the special characteristics of these products. In view of changes in
the situation regarding the products concerned, the new regulation reduces the charges
on imports, in order to avoid the risk of a drop in supplies on the French market
and a consequent increase in prices.
On the same date,'the Council adopted a decision amending the threshold price
applicable to certain milk products in Belgium and Luxembourg (t).
On 22 December 1966, the Commission adopted a decision fixing the supplementary
amount rhat may be refunded on exports of certain cheeses to non-member
countries (5).
(r) See official gazette No. 231, lJ December 1966.(r) The percentiges indicated are the feed-conversion rates used in calculating the intra-Com.
munity levies, rhe levies on imports from non-member couotries, and the sluice-gate prices for
imporrs from non-member countries.(ti See official gazette No. 240, 27 December 7966.({) Ibid., No. 235, 22 December 1966.(5) Ibid., No. 1, 6 Jrntary 1967.
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Fruit and v6getables
23. On 14 December 1966, the Council adopted a regularion adding a new quality
class (Class III) to the common quality staniards for"cauliflow.rr, iornrto.r, ipple's
and pears,,peaches, citrus-fruits and desserr grapes (r). The object of the reguliiion
is to enable products to be marketed, during the period referred to in Arric-h 2(1),
last sub-paragfaph, of Regulation No. 158/-66/CEE, when they do not qualify for
inclusion in the higher classes but nevertheless are of a srandard that mikes ihem
acceptable to consumers and profitable to rhe producer.
On 22 December 1966, the Commission adopted a regulation extending until
30 l_une 1967 Regulation No. 2|/61/CEE temporarily waiving the common quality
standards for citrus fruits ('z).
On 2l December L966, the Commission sub-itted to the Council a proposal for a
Council regulation to- co-ordinate and unify the arrangemenrs adopted by each Member
State for imports of fruit and vegetables from non-mEmber counriies.
Oils and fats
24. On 6 December and 14 December 1966, the Commission adopted rwo regulations
fixing levies in the olive oil sector (3). , 
..
On i4 December 1966, the Council adopted a regulation relating to the suspension
of the levy on imports of olive oil used for the manufacture of cErtain preser-ves (n).
Until 30 Jur.e 1967, the variable compoflent of the levy is suspended ii the case of
refined olive oil, and the whole of thE levy for all oth6r types.
On the same date, the Council adopted a regulation fixing rhe monthly increases in
the target price, intervention price and threshold price for olive oil foi the 1966/67
marketing year ({). The monthly increase, designed to cover the costs of storage
and interest, will be 0.64 va. per 100 kg. from the third ro the twelfth month of
the marketing year.
Financing the common agricultural policy
25.. On 7 December 7966,the Council adopted a regulation on the EAGGF's contribu-
tion towards the damage caused by the catistrophic-floods in certain parts of Italy in
the.autumn of 1966 ("). This is the first step that the Council has taktn in pursuince
of its decision of. 24 November 1966 relating to Community aid for Italian flood
victims.
(1) See official gazette No. 233, 20 December 1966.(') Ibid., No. 240, 27 December 1966.(s) Ibid., No.227, 7 December 1966 and No.2ll, 11 December 1966.(4) Ibid., No. 235, 22 December 1966.(5) Ibid., No. 229, l0 December 1966, and Bulletin 1-67, Ch. l.
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26. On 19 December 1966, (1) the Commission fixed, for the second time, the amount
to be paid out of the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF to reimburse each of the six
Member States. The EAGGF's contributions for the peiod 1963/64, in respecc of
cereals, pigmeat, eggs and poultrymeat, are as follows:
Member State
Belgium
Germany (FR)
France
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands /
COMMON TRANSPORT POLICY
Consultative Committee on Transport
28. The Consultative Committee on Transport
under the chairmanship of M. Santoni-Rugiu.
' Arnount
refunded in u.a.
Total . 50 689 484.77
Lastly, on 22 Decembe{ 1966, the Council adopted a regulation waiving certain
provisions of Regulation No. I7/64/CEE with regard to aid from the Guidance
Section of the EAGGF for the years 1966 and 1967 (').
Approximation of legislation
Extension of the time-limit for the use of diphenyl
27. On a proposal from the Commission the Council, at its 200th session on 14 Decem-
ber 1966 (') again extended, until 30 Jane 1967, the time-limit already extended
until 31 December l)66 granted to the Member States for the use of diphenyl, ortho-
phenylphenol and sodium orthophenylphenate for the surface treatment of citrus fruit.
Under this directive, Member States which permit the use of these substances for the
preservation of citrus fruits may maintain their own regulations in force for a futther
period of six months.
This new extension was necessary because it appeared too difficult to take a decision
definitely legalizing these three preserving agents before the end of. 1966. This
quesrion will be discussed on the basis of a Commission proposal for the authorization
of these substances in the whole Community with effect from 1 July 1967 with a
maximum residue of 70 mg per kg of fruit.
382 59t.84
2 61679r.72
45 418 100.80
704 822.13
5 441.85
| 54r 732.4)
met on 13 and 14 December 1966
(r) See official gazette No. 3, lL Jaot:,ary 1967.('?) Ibid., No. 240, 27 December 1966.(3) Ibid., No. 233, 20 December 1966.
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At this session the Committee examined che drafr bpinion drawn up by a group of
rapporieurs on the standardization of transport conditions on inlanil waterways-and
adopted the terms of its final opinion for the Commission.
In this the Committee deals more specially with the question of resporuibiliry for
faults in handling vessels. 
.The great majority are in favour of a systembf peremptory
law as regards the responsibiliry of the carrier. However the Commirtee islnanimous
.that under such a system there should be a limitarion on the amount of damages.
The Committee is further of the opinion thar the effect of standardization of transport
conditions on inland waterways is primarily of a legal nature and thar rhe economic
effect should normally be nil.
fnternational passenger transport by road
29. Under Articles 6 and 9 of Council Regulation No.Ll7/66/CEE of 28 JuIy 1966
the Commission, after consultation of the Member States, was to draft control documents
for transport arranged by a firm for its own workers and for transport in the form
of occasional services mentioned in Article 3 of the same regulation.
After consultation of the Member States on 3 and 4 November 1966, the Commission
accordingly drew up on 16 December 1966, Regulation No. 212/66/CEE on the
models of certain control documents referred to in Articles 6 and 9 of Council Regula-
tion No. ll7/66/CEE concerning the introduction of common rules for international
passenger transport by motor coaches and buses (r).
Pilot study Jn infrastructrue costs
30. The group supervising the pilot study met for the fourth time from 20 to
22 December 1966. It examined the first results of the surveys of costs made by the
French Government and continued work on the implementing details of the various
methods of charging for the use of infrastructure'referred io in Council Decision
No.65/270/CEE.
The group also discussed the reports of expert groups on methods for calculating
marginal tosts of use and for determining equivalencC factors for the occupation of
infrastructure capacity. It gave fresh instructions to these experts concerning
mathematical application.
Standards for inland watetway vessels
31. On29 and 30 November and 1 December l966the $Torking Party on staodards
for inland waterway vessels, consisting of experts of the standards insritutes, met in
Brussels.
The first two days were devoted to examining a number of standards for apparatus
and equipment of everyday use on inland waterway vessels. Some of these siandards(deadJights, wherries) were definitely agreed and will be communicated to the
competent bodies for their final approval.
(1) See official gazette No. 234, 21 December 1966.
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On the third day the standardization of electrical installations on inland waterway
craft was taken 
-up 
with the partlcipation of experts in this field. In particular
. 
accumulators, trans?ormers and iwitch-boards were discussed. The next- meeting of
the Vorkin g Party is fixed for 9 to 12 May 1967, with the last two days reserved
for the study of electrical installations.
SOCIAL POLICY
The work of the Courrcil
32. On 19 December 1966 the Council held a session on social questions under
the chairmanship of M. Veldkamp, Netherlands Minister of Social Affairs and Public
Health.
As this was rhe first meeting of the Ministers of Social Affairs for more than two
years it was especially impoitant. The deliberations on the points indicated below
give promise of *ot. dynamic activity in the social field in the future.
Memorandum on EEC social policy presented by the
Chair
33. The Council congratulated the Chairman on his initiative, which had made
possible a debate on th'e main problems of co-operation- in the social field between
'the Member States and the Coimission (Article 118 of the Treaty) and proceeded
to discuss the memorandum in detail. It agreed that the following points should be
given priority by the C6mmission:
i) A systematic study of the advisability, need and feasibility of harmonizing the
concepts and definitions used in the various social systems.
ii) A closer study of social security costs,'their aqportionment-between employers
and workers and, where applicable, their financing from public funds.
iii)' Consideration of the possibility for the Member States of ratifying 
-conventions
on minimum social stand-ards concluded under the aegis of other international
organizations.
The Council also accepted proposals prit forward by certain Ministers:
.a) The Netherlands Minister suggested a study of the unemployment trend in the
Member States;
b) The Italian Minister wanted a study Put- in hand on the_ implementation of
.Regulation No. 38/64/CEE (free movemeni of workers) in the Member States.
At its next session the Council will also examine a Commission Memorandum on
the guidelines for its work in the social sector. This memorandum (1) was_ transmitted
to tle Council on 22 December 1966. It will serve the Council in defining the
Communiry's priority tasks in the field of social harmonization.
(r) The full text is given in the Supplement to this Bulletin.
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It was understood that the-methods to be applied in these studies would be decidedby agreement between rhe delegations and thi^Commission. Several d"l;g;fi;h;;;dthat the Council would holil its nexr meeting on pocial affairs in"F.bru*y'o,
March 1967.
Commission, proposa_ls.to the. Council concerning assist-ance. ro reduntant Italian sulphur-mine workers
34. The Council adopted a decision in accordance with Article 235 of the Treatvgranting Italy a maximum of 4.2 million u.a. of aid for the purpose-of g;uil; ;6
redundant sulphur-mine workers and scholarships for their chird'ren (').
The Council.also adopted.a regularion amending Regulation No. 9 on.the European
Social Fund in order to 
-raise the _ceiling for the calculation of resqttlement allowairces,prolong the time-limit for redeploymeit of workers rerrained antr for rubr"itrio" oj
applications 
-for- reimbursement In iespect of such workers should rhe State concerned
supply proof of special difficulties in placing them.
Proposed council regularion ro increase the effective-
ness of the European Social Fund
3r. In view of rhe divergences existing, on the one hand among the Member States,
and on the other between the Commiiiion and the Member Siares, the Committee
of Permanenr 
.Representatives was instructed ro re-examine the proble;r ;;;t ;h;Iines.of thoughr which had emerged during the discussions with a view to r"l.t.,
solution.
Appointment of members of the rwo Comntheir arternates t c m"'"t' and
36. The Council appoinred members and alternares ro rhe committee of the
European Social Fund and the Vocational Training Commitree.
Prbposed Council
vocational training
skilled workers in
decision on a programme of rapidto remedy 
..ertain shortages -ofthe Lommunlty
17. The council took note that the commission did not share the view of the
majority of the delegations that the programme should be carried out under a mulri-
Iateral 
,agreement a.nd. requested the Commission to re-examine the question in thelight of the Council discussion.
Progress towards equal puy for men and women
38. This matter was considered by the representatives of the member Governments
meeting in the..council, who took note of i commission report on the subiect. rt.
commission will submit a further reporr on the situation 
"i 31 December 1966.
(r) See official gazette No. 246, 3l December 1966.
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European Social Fund
39. Because of the delay in appointing members and alternates to the Committee
of the European Social Fund, the Commission was unable in the fourth quarter of 1966
to. make any decision on aid from the Fund, since the approval of the Committee
must be obtained beforehand.
Ttris being so, the total amount of aid from the Fund in 1966 was about 8 696 960 u.a.
This aid covers 50Vo of the expenditure incurred by the member countries for
vocational retraining and resettlement schemes, by which 51 632 unemployed or
underemployed workers found new jobs. Grants from the Fund were as follows:
Germany
Belgium
France
Italy
Netherlands
Retraining
| 171970.90
.196 540.46
t 1r3 4r7.89
3 766 434.04
Resettlement
51497.50
5t t6r.17
32 682.56
| 509 216.07
Total I559 619.36 r37 14t.43
Taking into account the contributions of the Member States to the Fund the position
at thiend of the year is that Italy and the Netherlands have credit balances of about
2 060 000 and 90O000 u.a. respeciively. The other Member States have debit balances:
about 1 316 000 u.a. for Germany, feq OOO for Belgium, 1 418 000 for France and
17 000 for Luxembourg. Aid from the European Social Fund to the Member States
during the first years of operation (1961-66) totals about 40.5 million u.a.
Vocational training: exchanges of young workers
40- In pursuance of the first joint programme for exchanges of young workers the
Commission, on 5 December 1966, convened in Brussels a meeting of 25 yotng
farmers who had iust spent training periods in a member country other than their own.It was evident from ^the discuss'ions that these training peiiods had been found
profitable. At this meeting officers of the Liaison Committee of y-oung farmers'
organizations in the EEC countries drew up their 1967 programme of exchanges in
collaboration with the Commission.
Vocational guidance
41. By agreement with the Belgian Government the Commission'arrang-ed a three-
day srddy -conference (12, 13 and 14 December 1966) on the systems of vocational
guidance-in Belgium. This was attended by representatives of workers'and.employers'
Srganizations fr-om the six States who are' actively concerned in vocational guidance.
Tlie proqramme dealt mainly with practical matters with a view to close co-operation
bet*i.n"gouernmenr departhents ind the circles interested in vocational guidance.
Informati6n, documentary material and ekperience were exchanged. The programme
included viiits to centris for vocational -guidance, psychological tests and medical
examinations, and to employment services in Belgium.
\ \\
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Labour problems
Joint Advisory Committee on social problems of f.arm
workers
42. The Committee held its 10th meering on 6 December L966. It examined the
r-e_port on.the_situation regarding_ wages and the working week in agriculture at
15 December 1965. It wai agree-d thai the presenr outline-would be miintained for
reports during the next five ylars so as to e-nsure comparability.
A working parry was se.r. up to prepare a draft opinion on the subject of social
security for temporary paid workeri. -
Joint Advisory Committee on social problems.in roadtfansPoft
43. On 21 DecemberLg66 the Committee held its first meerinq in Brussels. M. Levi
S_andri, vice-President, and M. schaus, member of the conimission, installed the
Committee, which briefly discussed its future programme of work. M. Levi Sandri
announced that the first subject on which advice wiuld be asked was a second recom-
mendation on social harmonization in road transporr which the Commission intended
to submit to the Council in pursuance of the latGr's decision of 13 May 1965.
The next meeting of the committee is scheduled for 26 and 27 January 1967.
I
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V. External activities
GATT
Multilateral trade negotiations
44. 'The Commission's delegation has remained in touch with certain parties with
a view to completing the files on either side; internally, the work has conslsted mainly
of assessing the general situation of the negotiations in order ro prepare the finil
phase.
At the sessions held during December, the Council issued directives on the attitude
to be taken in Geneva with regard to oilseeds, sugar, and raw and manufactured
tobacco, and on the amplifications and additions to be made to the offers already
put forward on fruit and vegetables and poultry. The offer on raw tobacco will be
the subject of consultations under the terms of the association agreement with the
Greek Government.
BILATTRAL RETATIONS
Austria
45. At its session of 6-7 December 1966 the Council adopted a new mandate for
negotiations on problems relating to the establishment of a preference area for
industrial products, to agriculture and to Austrian trade with the eastern European
countries.
The first session of a further round of negotiations took place from 13 to 16 Decem-
ber 1966 in Brussels. The Austrian delegation was led by Dr. Bock, Vice-Chancellor
and Minister of Trade, Crafts and Industry, represented by Dr. Eugen Buresch, Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary; the Community's delegation was headed
by M. Jean Rey, member of the EEC Commission, represented by M. Axel Herbst,
Director-General. Dr. Lujo Toncic-Sorinj, Austrian Minister of Foreign Affairs, was
present during part of the negotiations.
The Communiry delegation expressed its views concerning the machinery for abolishing
obstacles to trade in industrial products between Austria and the Community and
the harmonization of the Austrian customs tariff with that of the Communiry for
industrial products. The Austrian delegation noted with satisfaction that the Com-
muniry was ready to meet Austrian wishes for an earlier opening of the Community
market. It approved the proposal for tariff disarmament effected in five stages spread
over a period of four years, and welcomed the Community's offer, should a general
agreement be reached on customs matters, of a 60%o reduction on duties for Austria
by the end of the first year after the agreement came into force.
The Community delegation made further proposals regarding an independent policy
for Austria in trade with the e,rstern European countries. The two delegations
confirmed their agreement on the necessity of Austrian independence in this sphere
for the harmonious development of trade with the eastern European countries, an
objective common to both sides. The Austrian delegation welcomed the Community's
proposals, which were an important step to meet Austrian concerns.
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The negotiations took place in a constructive and cordial armosphere and are to be
resumed in Brussels on 30 January 1967. Agricultural problems will be on the
agenla for the next_'session. In addition the examination of-matteri dealt with during
the first session will be continued.
Denmark
46. Pursuing the bilateral contacts established b.t*..n Denmark and the Commis-
sion after the breakdorvn of negotiations for Denmark to join the Community,
M. Dahlgaard, 
-Danish Minister for Industry, Trade and European integration, togethirwith senior officials of the Ministries of Foreign Affairs, Agriculiure and frade,
visited the commission'on 16 December 1966. The commissio-n was represented by
M. Rey, the member responsible for external relations, and M. Mansholt, Vice-Presideni.
At these meeti-ngs generyl problems connected with European integration and the
Kennedy round, particulady agricultural 
_ 
side, were examined. Grtain practical
problems concerning commercia[ relations between Denmark and the EEC w?re also
discussed at a meeting between Danish and Commission agricultural experts held on
22 December 1966 in Brussels.
Sparn
47. At its session of 6-7 December 1966 the Council took note of the Commission's
rePort on the exploratory talks with Spain and instructed the Committee of Permanent
Representatives to study this document.-
At its session of 2l-22 December 1966 the Council received a reporr on the work
of the Committee of Representatives and asked that Committee- to continue this
work and to.report at the beginning of February 1967.
Maghreb countries
48. At its session of 2l-22 December 1966 the Council took note of rhe Commission's
rePort on the Community's relations with the Maghreb countries and instructed
the Committee of Permanent Representatives to study-this document and to reporr as
quickly as possible. 
.
Israel
49. At the session of 2l-22 December 1966, the Council studied the note aerbale
and memorandum of the Isiaeli Government dated 4 October 1966 and asked the
Commission to begin exploratory talks with the Israeli authorities and to report as
soon as possible.
Iran
50. The renewal for one year of the trading agreement between the EEC and the
Imperial_Government of Iran became effectivt by exchange of letters on 2 Decem-
ber 1966 in Brussels, between Ambassador M. Feieydoun Diba, Head of the Iranian
Mission to the EEC and M. Calmes, Secretary-General of the Councils of the European
Communities.
I
/
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This renewal, based on Article V of the agleement signed in Brussels on 14 Oct-
ober 1963, demonstrates the keen interest w-hich both sldes take in developing their
commercial relations.
/
Representation of associated countries
51. The President of the Commission, M. Hallstein, informed the President of the
Turkish Republic that the EEC had noted the appointment of His Ex-ce-lJency Ambas'
sador M. Ziya Miezzinoglu as the new permahEnt representative of Turkey to the
Community.
Following this appointment, M. Luns, President of the- Council, and M. Hallstein
each rece-ived the-new representative on 21 December 1966.
Missions of non-member countries to the Community
52. The Community gave its agrdment to the appointment-of His.Excellency. Ambas-
sador M. Shri T. Swi'minathari as new Head -of the Indian Mission to the EEC,
replacing M. K.B. Iall who had been recalled to take uP other duties.
Following the appointment, on 21 December 1966 the President of the Council,
M. Luni and tn6 President of the Commission, M. Hallstein, each received His
Excellency Ambassador M.'T. Swaminathan, who presented his credentials.
RELATIONS ITITH INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
'Western European Union (N7EU)
53. The '$7EU Assembly held the second part of its twelfth session in Paris from
12 to 15 December 1966.' M. Badini Confalonieri (Liberal, Italy) was elected President
in succession to M. Carlo Schmid, who had become a member of the German Federal
Government. The Commission was represented by M. Rey, the member responsible
for external relations.
The Assembly discussed a report on the future of !7EU and a report on the problems
of British aciession to the Eruropean Communities. Discussion on the 
-second subject
issued in a recommendation noiing that the time seemed propitious for the United
Kingdom to loin and asking the I7EU Council to study-a common.European policy
for Ioreign affairs and defence. The Council was also asked to consider whether the
best proledure w,rs to solve first of all only the most difficult problems arising
in thd United Kingdom's joining and to leave tire settlement of details to the transition
period.
A fairly general tendency in favour of expanding the Community emerged in the
course of the debate.
54. The 'S[EU Council of Ministers met in Bonn on 19 and 20 Decembet 1966
with M. Lahr in the chair. At the debates on economic affairs the Commission was
represented by M. Rey.
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Mr Thomson, British secretary of state for European affairs, stated very firmly thatBritain did not intend to call iir question the fundirnental principles 
"f ,t ! Co*rir"iryand would follow in the longer term the road to wider turopian co-operation. !
COMMON COMMERCIAL POLICY
C.ommon import system for GATT Contracting parties
5r. On 29 November 1966 the Commission approved a document establishing thegeneral lines for.. future work on abolition of i6strictions on imDorrs fiom CiTf
countries. The "General commercial poligy,, Directorate of the birectorate-General
{o.r-P*,..lrrd,Relations,.was instructed to mak'e contacr with the 
"pproprirt. J.p;;;;;;ot the Member stares in order ro prepare the ground for other w6rk-on the sublect.
Export_restrictions
55bh, The Commission senr ro Member States on 2l DecembeE lg66,pursuanr toArticles 115 and 155 of the EEC Treaty, three recommendations conc..iine exDorr
restrictions on raw hides and skins, non-ierrous metal waste and hemp seed"(r),'--
Commission decisions pursuant to Article 115
tU..pt decision of 6 January L967, France was authorized ar its own
exclude from Community triarmeni until 1l Decemler 1967 cenain
instruments and equipment from Japan (r).
By-another decision of the same date, rhe Commission decision of 3l December 1965
authorizing France to exclude from Community treatment importi of live .;ftI.-;;;
beef was extended at the request of 
_France to'31 December'1967, since the riskofdeflection of trade remained unchanged (2).
In accordance with Article LL5(2) the Benelux countries excluded frbm C-ommunity
treatmenr pure glucose (dexrrose) until 31 December 1966.
Commercial relations with state-trading countries
27._4, its meeting of 2l-22 December 1966, the Council decided to exrend to5l December 1967 Regulation No. 3/63 concerning commercial relarions with srate-trading countries in reslect of cerrain agriculiura p1"dr;,; r;fo if 
-"rL.i;.;;-zations (3).
It was understood on the same occasion that the Council would decide in good timebefore the date of establishment of the single marker for the proau.* conZerned on
tt-re syste,g to be applied from that date oiwards to imports df such prodocti irom
state-tradlng countfles.
(') See of.ficial gazetta No. 11, 20 lanuan 1967.('z) Ibid., No. 12,2L laauarv 1967.(s) Ibid., No. 240, 27 Decemlr.r 1966.
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Consultition on commercial policy towards eastern European countries
58. Under the arrangements for consultations decided by the Council on 9 Octo-
ber 1961, meetings took place with a Commission member-in the chair to discuss the
measures introduced by the Member States in the field of comniercial policy. The
trade_negotiations which have taken place or are to take place between Frarice, Germany
q$-Jtrly 
.on the one hand and celtain state-trading countries (more especially thl
USSR and Czechoslovakia) on the other were discussed. Particular imp6rtance was
attached to the abolition, which France intends to effect independently, of quantitative
restrictions on imports from state-trading countries.
THE COMMUNITY AND THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
Extension of 
.suspension or tempor"ry ,"du.tion of customs duties on products
exported by the developing countries
Certain spices and sports goods
59. At its session of 6 and 7 December 1966, the Council, acting under Article 28'
of the Treaty, decided ro renew for a furrher year (from 1 Januiry to 31 Decem-ber 1967) the suspension or temporary reduction of CCT duties on certain spices
and sports goods; these changes had been authorized by the Council decision of
3 December 1963 ('), which was extended by the C.ountil decision of 23 Decem-
ber i965 (').
In addition, the representatives of the Governments of the EEC Member States,
meeting in the Council_ of Ministers and acting under Article 24 of the Treaty, decided
that on 1 January 1967 the Member States should suspend or reduce theii customs
duties on most of the products to which the afore-mentioned decision applies.
These measures, together with those referred to below, show rhat the Community is
continuing to meet the concerns of the developing countries as far as possible.
,Tea, mat6 and tropical hardwoods
60. At its session oi 6 
^nd 7 December 1966, the Council, acting on a proposal ofthe Commission, also extended for a further year (from 1 Januiry to 3l--Decem-ber 1967) the suspension or temporary reducrion of CCT dirties on tea, mat6 and
tropical hardwoods (').
On the same date, the representatives of the EEC Member Sru,.r, *..ring in the
Council of Ministers and acting under Arricle- 24 of the Treaty, decided to suspend
the CCT duties on these products entirely.
(r) See official gazette No. 190, 30 December 7963, atd No. 10, 19 Jatuary 1967.(2) See Bulletin 2-66, Ch. III, sec. 59, and official gazette No. 4, 8- Jaauiry 1967.(3) See Bulletin 2-66,Ch. III, sec.60, and official gazetre No. 10, 79 lanuari 1967.
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On 7 December 1966', the Council also decided to extend until 31 December 1967
the tariff arrangement concluded between the EEC and the United Kingdom on
10 September 1963, which concerns the simultaneous suspension or reduction of
customs duties on tea, mat6 and tropical hardwoods; this was to be done by exchange
of letters. On the same date, the President of the Council appointed M. Hijzen as
the Community's plenipotentiary to exchange letters with the United Kingdom_mission
regarding prolbngation of the said arrangement. The exchange- of letters between
M. Hijzen-and H.E. Sir James Marjoribanks, head of the United Kingdom mission
to the'European Communities, took place on 23 December 1966-
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Vl. The Community and the Associated States
GREECE
61. The EEC-Greece Association Council held its 21st meeting on 16 December L966
ac ambassadorial level. It decided that, pending the decision oriharmonization provided
for in Article 35 of the Athens.Agre.Tglr, th-e provisional arrangemenm 
"ppti.rUr. iot-rade in certain agricultural products, which were-conrained in the"Associati6i Council's
decision No. 2/66 and were to have ended on 31 December 1966, should be extended
until 30 June 1967. Under these arrangements, intra-Communiry treatment is extended
to a number of Greek products in an-ticipation of the harmonization of agricultural
policies.
The Association Council also continued its discussion on harmonization of the agricul-
tural Policies of the Community and Greece, and considered a request that the GIrman
Federal Republic's wine quorai be increased for the benefit of 'Greece.
Lastly, the Association Council expressed agreemenr with the plan to maintain the
suspension or reduction of CCT duties on rosins and oil of turpentine for 1967.
AFRICAN STATES AND MADAGASCAR (AASM),
EEC'AASM Association Committee
62. The EEC-AASM Association committee held its 13th meeting in Brussels2 December 1966, under the chairmanship of M. Baranyanka, thJ.Ambassador
Burundi.
The Committee heard q Progress report by th-e Cha-irman of the joint panel of experrs
set up to study ways of incieasing ihe saie of products from the AASM.
As-required by Protocol No. 2 to the Yaound6 convention, the community made
a gFneral 
.c-ommunication concerning- transmission of the AASM's quotas. 'It also
m.ade. spe-cific 
.comments on those o-f ttre Central African Republic 'and CameroonThe AASM said thar they wished to give an opinion on these tommunications at the
Committee's next meeting
The AASM.,expressed.agreement with the extension for one year of the suspension or
reduction of CCT duties on tea, mat6, tropical hardwoods and certain spicesi
At the. requesr of the AASM, an_ excha-nge of views was held on rhe problem of world
trade 
_in cocoa; the AASM reaffirmed ihat they could not renoonc^. the preferences
that 
.they. enjoy in the EEC as long as there wai no world organization of ihe marketto give them equivalent advantages.
The Community informed the Associated States of the new arrangements it had
adopted with. regard-_to imports of industrial 
-products manufactured fiom agriculturalproducts. 
.The 4ASM said that they wished- to return to this question at"the next
meeting of the Committee.
The Associated States were also informed of the state of the current negotiations
with te East African counrries 
- 
Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania.
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Lastly, the Community consulted the AASM about the new offers it is proposing to
maki at the multilateral negotiations in GATT, in respect of certain agricultural
products, particularly tobacco, oilseeds and sugar.
SCHOTARSHIPS, IN.SERVICE TRAINING AND SYMPOSIA
Scholarships
63. The number of scholarships awarded by rhe Commission for the t966/67 academic
years is 1923, of which 1804 went to naiionals of the AASM and 119 to nationals
ilf the oversias states, countries and territories (OCT).
Of these scholarship-holders, 1 224 were assigned to training establishments in the
Member States, 654 orhers to establishmenti in the Associated African States and
Madagascar, and 45 to Israel.
The scholarships are divided among the main fields of study as follows:
Economics 24.9%o
Agriculture 22.8%
Technical training 42.57o
Female professions 9.8%o
In addition, 480 scholarships were awarded for correspondence courses for the current
academic year.
Symposia
64. In November 1966, a symposium was organized in Toulouse for 40 nationals of
the AASM and OCT.
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Vll. lnstitutions and organs
THE COUNCIT
I99th session
The Council held its 199th session on 6 and 7 lecember 1966 under the chairmanshipof M. Luns, Netherlands Minisrer of Foreign Affair3.
The.Council adopted the draft regulation on the contribution of the EAGGF (Guidance
Section) to making good the di.-ugs caused by 
.the recenr floocs in Italy. i[i; l;the tirst measure ro implement the decision of 24 November 1966. Ten hi[ion u.a.
will be provided. from the Fund to restoie normal conditions of production i" ,g.l;i-
ture and in food industries.
As_ regards the common cusroms tafif.f, the Council decided to extend froml January,to 31 December l967.the suspension of duties on tea, matd and trofi."i
woods and on cerrain spices and sporting goods (see ch. v, secs 59 and 60).-
In the matter of freedom of establishmenr and freedom to provide services the
Council approved a directive on self-employed activities in rhe^ real estate business
and in certain services supplied to firms (see Ctr. IV, sec. 11).
In the field of common agricultural policy the Council adopted in the Communitv
languages. a regulation fixi-ng the aniouni of levies- on pigi, pigmeat ,na li!-.utproducrs in trade with non-mlmber countries in the firsr qu;iei & Oel . L o
Continuingrhe study qf thg co.mple-mentary offers which the Community may maketo the GATT Contracting Parties, the Council agreed on the atrirude to be idopted
withregard ro sugar and oil-seeds. Fruit and vegirables, raw and manufacrured i;b;;;;
and fishery products were discussed in detail.
The Council took note of the Commission's report on the exploratory talks with Spain.
It studied the Israeli Government's note uerbale and memorandum of 4 October 1966
and instructed rhe commission to begin exploratory talks with that counrry.
It also approved the text of partial terms of reference for the Commission for the
resumption of negotiations with Austria on the sysrem of trade in industrial and
agricultural products and on trade with the East bloc countries (see ch. v, ,.i. +:1.
The Council also heard a statement.by {. Fanfani, Italian Minister of Foreign Affairs,
9g lh..teghnological problem arising from Europe's lag behind the UniIed states.M. .Fanfani stressed that the Commission owed it to itsel-f to undertake a joint effort.
200th session (on agriculture)
At'its 200th session on 13 and 14 December 1966 under the chairmanship of
Y. Biesheuvel, Netherlands Minisrer of Agriculture, the council adopted in' theCommunity,.languag€s.six regulations. conceriing 1) iertain categories o'f .o.pounJ
anipal feeding.stuffs based on cereals and rice] 2) compound ca"ttle feeds Ursia on
milk 
.and plwdered mjlk, 3). an. amendment to the lisf of products coming underRegulation No. 19 and L1/64, 4) the monthly increases in tie market t".e;r piic.,
the support price and the tHreshold price of -olive oil for the 1966/67 fiarlieting
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year, t) the suspension system (up to 30 June 1967), 6) the levy on imports of
blive oil for use in the manufacture of certain preserves, and 7) .the introduction
of a new quality class in the common standards for cauliflowers, tomatoes, apples
and pears, peaches, citrus fruit and table grapes.
In addition the regulation authorizing Italy to suspend the customs duties and levies
applicable to imports of live cattle -of a unit weight tot exceeding 300 kg (tariff
hiiding ex 01-02 a 2) was extended until 31 March 1967.
The Council also adopted a directive on the approximation of Member States' Iegisla-
rion on permitted preserving agents in foodstufls for human consumption and approved
a decisi6n on the iefinitiofr oi the concept of "products originatin'g in" and inethods
of administrarive co-operation as regardi the association of overseas countries and
;:'::::.,, also examined a draft regulation on aids to agricultur. und inuited the
Commission to submit a proposal concerning cream.
There was an exchange of views on various problems arising in the Community's
complementary offer in GAfi regarding eggs and poultry.
201st session (social affairs)
At its 20ist session on 19 November 1966 under the chairmanship of M. \)Teldkamp,
Netherlands Minisrer for Social Affairs, the Council held a detailed discussion on
the chairman's memorandum on social policy in EEC and agreed that a systematic
study should be put in hand of the harmonization of the concept_s and definitions
used in the various social systems, on social security costs, their allocation between
employers and wage-earners and the possibility_of 
_financing them from public.funds,
and- oi the conveniion on minimum social standards (see Ch. IV, sec. 32 et sqq.).
Pursuant to Protocol No. III concerning the sulphur industry, which was signed on
the conclusion of the agreement of 2 March 1960, and the suggestions in the report
of the Liaison and Action Committee for the Sulphur Industry (CLAISI), the Council
adopred a decision on Community aid to Italy to enable that country to assist redundant
sulphur mine workers..
The Council took note of the Commission's report on manPower problems in the
Cornmunity h 1966, while the Member Governments Representatives meeting in
the Council took note of the Commission's progress report on the application of the
principle of equal pay for men and women.
202nd session
Ar this session, held on 20 December 1966 under the chairmanship of M. De Block,
Netherlands State-Secretary for Foreign Affairs, the €oqncil debated economic policy
for 1967. A draft decision concerning improvement of procedures for co-ordinating
short-term economic policies was also adopte{.
The Council discussed the medium-term economic policy draft, after which it instructed
the Committee of Permanent. Representatives to put this draft into final form.
It also discussed, in connection wiih the harmonization of fiscal legislation, the
Commission's proposal for a first and second directive on tutnover taxes.
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203rd session
At its 203rd session on 21 and 22 December 1966 w.ith M..Luns, Netherlands ForeignMinister in the chair, the Council adopted several decisions-ir'ir,. customs field
:11.-.jiig- lu:ii{ guglu1 (opening and-increase) and CCT duries (suspeniioni *amenomenrs) and decrded to.prolong until 31 December 1967 the temporaiy reduction
of a CCT duty on nuclear reacrors.
The Council also decided to extend unril 3l December 1967 a regulation concernins
commercial relations with, the state-trading cou-ntries as-regards'..ririn 
"grili;;;iproducts covered. by market organizationi und dopi.d -.'t..irio" for a furrher
extenston unrrl 1I l)ecember i968 of provisions on cerrain sub-contracts in the fieldof exporr guarantees and financing.
In addition, the EEC budget for 1967 was finally'drawn up.
The council also discussed progress in the GATT trade negotiations (an agfeement
was obtained on offers concirni-ng raw and .rnrfr.rur.d i"Eri." ,"a on deiiils anafurrher information to^be suppliid as regards fruit ;j;+;;.bi;;;;jh;l;;i ;;
relations between the Community and Spiin.
Finally, the. Community took note of a Commission memorandum on relations withthe Maghreb countries.
20 4th sess ion (agriculture)
At its 204th session on 21 and 22 December 1966 under the chairmanship ofM. Biesheuvel, Netherlands Minister for Agriculture, the Coun.it ,Jopt.a in orintiolethe regulations on basic prices and purchise pricei for 
-certain i;rli ;;j-;5;;r;bi;;IT= Ellq::; l.ToT,, manda_rins,. iptlry. pi.ars, cauliflo*ers). - ifr.r. ,.g-J"ri;,y1,:^ 1._, t:lilly,fopted by 1 January 1967 (single marker for fruir and veg"etables).It 
.also adoptecl ln the Lommunity languages..the_ regulations authorizing F-rance to
I:ji.-." ,-1."f119d co-ryn5nr of the .teiy ippricable io the i;p;;r-;f ;F..irr--r"il.s
l9r,llt"n, teeding unril rhe end.of the 1966/67 marketing yeai and exrinding untilJI March the regulation authorizing Italy to suspend cus-roms duties and lev"ies onlmports from non'member countries of live cattle of unit weighr not exceeding 300 kg.
LT lfi:i"" amending the threshold price for certain d^iry:proJ;c,, in nafiiurn uffiLuxemDourg was also adopted.
The Council continued 
.discussion of the problems involved in the proposed regulationto amend the syitem of aids to ugri.uituri. -.-
THE MONETARY COMMITTEE
The Monetary Committee held irs 88th session on g and 9 December 1966 withM. van Lennep in the chair.
In the course of its regular surveys of.the.monerary-and financial situatiqn of theMember States, the Commimee stuiied the situation 6f ,n. n.d.rui c.r^rri n.prUii.
and the Netherlands. Its conclusions have been embodied in iwo reports to theCouncil and the Commission.
The C-ommittee also had an exchange of views on rhe Commission's proposals to theCquncil fod the co-ordination of sh&t-term economic policies.
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.ADMINISTRATIVE AFFAIRS
\
Budgetary matters
At its sessio n of 2L and 22 December 1966, the Council adopted definitively the
trdset for 1967. takins into account the amendments to the draft budget which had[..ri propot.d by the"EuroPean Parliament (') and discussed by the Council with
the Commission.
In view of the changes in appropriations 
-resulting iPT. the Council decision of7b;;b.; tiZe n*iii-the n.il pe?centage facrors, fiplicable from.1 December 1966,
tv which the salaries i'nd pensioirs of Cdmmunity oflicials are adjusted (see below),
"ia,t. C"""J a..Lio" oi 19 D...*ber 1966 which included in the 1967 budget
,--iirri-i*iuf.ent of 1 500 000 u.a. for social measures to assist redundant Italian
irfoi.,rr-rnin. workers, 1fr. luag., of the European Economic Community fot 1967
arbunts to 614990049 u.a. made up as follows:
Part I: Assembly
Part II: Council
Part III: Commission
Part IV: Court of Justice (EEC share)
(EEC share)
(EEC share)
2780700 va.
2 969 071 u.a.
608 669 554 u.a.
570724 u.a.
The receipts are made uP as follows:
,5 57 :,088 u.a. from rhe Member Srates' contributions to administrative expenditure;
19 817 606 u.a. from the Member States' contributions to the European Social Fund;
517 192000 u.a. from the Member States'contributions to the EAGGF (Peiods 1964/
1965 and t965/t966);
2207 155 u.a. from Community income tax on staff, .staff contributions to the
pension scheme, 
-and 
other miscellaneous items.
As oarr of their annual review of salaries, the Councils adopted a regulation, dated
2i b....b.r 1966 ('9), which amends the coefficients used to a{iys1 the salaries and
""niionr of officials'and 
agents of the Communities. The coefficients for Brussels
'and Luxembourg are thus iicreased from 1067o to ll25%o.
Appointments and staff movements
Appointment
M. Andr6 Auclert, Principal Administrator in the Directorate-General for Overseas
b1r.iop1n.nr, has 'been afpointed Head of the Financial Operations Division in the
Dir;.i;il;-;or,..rn.d *iii\ rhe European Development -Fund, with effect from
L January 1967.
(r) See Bulletin 1-67, Ch' VII, "Administrative Affairs".iri 5i offi.i.i g"r",,L No. 239, 24 December 7966-
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Resignations
At its meeting, of 
^1., 
November l9-66,_the commission accepted the resignation of|4. nm-qce lobba, Director-General for Economic and Financial Affairs, to iake effectfrom 16 February 1967.
Yr.Polbu,. who joined the Commission's staff in April 195g, is one of the hisher
ottrcrals who have been with the commission longesl; he waj one of the first tiam
of Directors-General responsible for the applicatiofi ot' ,h. i;;rt- or no... H; h;therefore been ar the..head- of this important. sector for ne.riy- nin. y.u".-- rii,
achievements in this field have been c6nsiderable, thanks to his great Luiliiy ,.j
remarkable energy.
at,thj.s meeting, the commission expreised 
-its regret at M. Bobba's depariure, andunderlined the oustanding contribution that he had- made for more than^eight years.
Acting. under A'jicle.54 of the Statute of Servic-e of the European Communities, the
commission conferred on.M. Bobba the rank of Honorary Diector-Gen.r"t" '
At ts meetings o! 30 November 1;966, the Commission accepted the resignation ofM. Bernard von Goeler, Director for personnel, with effec irom r r.biiury:i167.
M. von Goeler is at Present acting ^Director-General for Administration. Having beenat the Commission since August 1958, hee, roo, has played a part in the develoTpmeni
of the Institution since its ealliest dayi.
4t this meeting, the Commission recalled the distinguished services that M. von
Goeler had rendered both to the Commission's staff and t"o the Commission itself iuring
the eight years in-which he had occupied his pos-t. Helping to build up the cor"r"u"iii
at a time when thinss were not always easyl M. von Goe]er always il.nug.d t" o".i'-
come difficulties by "tireless devotion a"d d ..frci;i- f* ;;;fi;ii '
The Commission thanked M. von Goeler for all he had done, and expressed its regret
at his resignation.
Acting. under Article 
-54 of the Statute of Servic-e of the European Communities, theCommission conferred on M. von Goeler the rank of Honorary Director-General.'
M. Alberto Sciolla Lagrange, legal adviser with the Leqal Service of the Eurooean
Executives,-whose resignation, haii been accepted by the -Commission, left his pori o"7 lanuary L967.
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Vlll. European lnvestmenr Bank
Loan contracts
Germany
On 20. December 1966, the European Investmenr Bank concluded with Rheinmetall
Schmiede' und Presswerk Trier GmbH a loan contract for the equivalent of DM 10 mil-lion (2.5 million units of account) for financing rhe construction of a steel drop
forging mill at Pfalzel, near Trier.
The settiog-up of the factory will contribure rowards the indusuialisation of the Eifel-
Hunsriick area, which by.reason- of its economic weakness is classified among the
principal development regions of the Federal Republic of Germany. Agricultrlre is
still preponderaor-there, but it is poody served by natural conditions aid the pre-
dominance of small-scale- farming. It wi-ll only be iossible to rransform this struciureby the establishment of new i-ndustries. T[re pioiecr financed by the Baok will
9::ate-.3)0-jobs in indu-sly1 and ir is thus iq line-wiih the effors being made by the
"Land" of Rhineland-Palatinate and the Federal Governmenc.
Fixed investments for the project are evaluared at.DM 32 million (8 million u.'a.).
The. loan- is- jointly and severally guaranreed by ttie Laodesbank und Girozenrrale
Rheinland-Pf alz and the two companies, Rheinmdtal Berlin AG and Uni-Cardan AG.
Italy
On 16 December L966, the European Investment Bank has concluded with the Qassaper 
-il Mezzogiorno loan contracti relating to the financing of five indusrrial prol..tsin.the sourh of the Italian peninsula, ani[ an irrigation pr-olect in Sicily.
The total amount of these loans is equivalent to Lit. 18.025 thousand million (28.84
mllisn u.2.;.
The six loans are intended for the following proiecrs: \
Irigation and. deuelopment ol the Ogliaoro rlre (Eastern Sicily)
The. Ogliastro site covers at atea of 26 000 hecrares,- 20 500 of which will effectivelybe irrigated., The irrigation has been made porsible by the consrrucrion, arriiy
completed, of a. dam on the river Gornalunga ic ogliastio and by the exeiution oi
an irrigation. 9istribution jysrem which will serve more than i6 000 hectares bygravity and 4 400 hectares by pumping.
The development of the land is to be effected by an aqqregate of works which areto be executed directly by the owners with the financil"arid technical ,ssistrnce oi
the Cassa.
The.implementation of the project will-introduce into the area an up-ro-date and
relatively wealrhy- agricultural economy, based on fruir-growing, in pairicular citrusfruits. It should have as consequence an appreciable imploveme"nt in ^ttre resources of
the local population.
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The Cassa per il Mezzogiorno, the beneficiary of the loan, is responsible for the
execution of the projecr, amounting to Lit.47.7 rhousand million (76.3 million u.a.);
the Bank is contributing to the financing of the public works by a loan equivalenr
to Lit. 15 thousand million (24 million u.a.).
Fiue indastrial phntt
a) 
- 
Execution of an industrial complex for the stamping and electro-zincing of coils
and steel sheets, at Pomezia (Latium).
The fixed investments of the project amount to Lit. 1.15 thousand million 1t.Sa miUion
u.a.).- Th9 Bank is contributing to the financing by a loan equivalent to Lit. 475 million(0.76 million u.a.).
&) 
_ 
Modernization of a synthetic fibre factory at Castelloccio-Paliano (Frosinone), ia
order to-increrse in particular the productiviry of the warping section ahd to improve
the quality in the minufacture of r'Delfion"'polyamide fibre"yarn.
This establishment is an essential factor in the indusrrial srructure of the municipaliry.
Its commissioning will serve ro consolidate, from all points of view, the specific
activities carried out in the area.
The fixed investments amount to Lir. l thousand million (1.6 million'u.a.). The
Bank's loan will be equivalent to Lic. 400 million (0.64 million u.a.).
c) C-onstruction and operation of new installations for the production of hydrogen
peroxid and sodium perborate in a chemical works at Bussi (Pescara).
The production capacity will considerably increased.
The fixed investment'amount to Lit. 3.8 thousand million (6.08 million u.a.). The
Bank is contributing to their financing by a loan, equivalent to Lit. 1.25 thousand
million (2 million u.a.).
The execution_ of the project will increase,the stability of employment of the factory's
personnel, and will reinforce the industrial structure of the municipality. (
d)- Modernization of a cement works at Vibo Valentia (Catanzaro) by the installation
of a new clinker oven and sundry equipment.
The additional quantities of clinker produced by this oven will replace, at a iower
price, basic materials purchased by the facrory from outside sourcei, and will make
it posible to adapt the qualities produced to the trend in demand in the area. The
employment of 37p workers will be stabilized in a zone of Calabria which is still very
little industrialized.
The fixed investments amount to Lir. 1.35-thousand million (2.16 million u.a.). The
Bank is contributing to their financing by a loan equivalent to Lir.-500 million
(0.80 million u.a.).
e) Construction and operation of an establishment for the production of antibiotics
and vitamins for zootechnical uses, at Capua (Caserta).
The project will contribute to the development of the animal feeds industry in the
Mezzogiorno
The fixed investments amount to Lit. 1.055 thousand million (1.69 million u.a.).
The Bank is contributing to their financing by a loan equivalenr to Lit. 400 million
(0.64 million u.a.). t
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The funds lent by the European Investment Bank to the Cassa per il Mezzogiorno
for the five industrial projects will be reJent by the Cassa to the competent regional
institution 
- 
Istituto per lo Sviluppo Economico dell'Italia Meridionale (ISVEIMER) 
-which is also participating in the financing of the projects.
The loans are guaranteed by the Italian Government: the guarantee agteements were
signed by H.E. Giulio Pastore, Minister for extraordinary operations in the Mezzogiorno.
On 21 December 1966, the European Investment Bank granted a loan for the
equivalent of Lit. 10 thousand milfion (16 million u.a.) to the Azienda Autonoma
d6[e Ferrovie dello Statd the Italian State Railways, for the financing of a proiect
. 
to be executed in conjunction with the Ten-Year Development Plan for the Italian
railway system.
The project concerns the last section of the modernization *ork on the Battipaglia'
Villa Sari Giovanni line. In 1963,the Bank had already participated in the doubling of
the track on this same line to the north of Francavilla.
The new loan is intended for the construction of a double-track line between Eccellente
and Rosarno, in accordance with a new lay-out which wilt make it possible to reduce
the distance from 70 to 48 km, and for the doubling. of the track between Rosarno
and Gioia Tauro (8 km).
The Bank will thus contribute towards the completion of the modernization Programme
on the Tyrrhenian line between Francavilla and the ferry-boat terminal for Sicily.
The total cost of the work and equipment is estimated at Lit. 33.8 thousand million(54 million u.a.).
Bonds issue
Belgium
The European Investment Bank issued bonds in Belgium 
_for a total value of
Bfrs 500 ,irillion. The bonds have been underwritten by a syndicate of banks consist-
ing of the Soci6t6 G6n6rale de Banque S.A., the Banque de B_ruxelles S.A., the Kred-iet-
ba-nk S.A., the Banque Lambert S.C.S.,'and the Banque de Paris et des Pays-Bas S.A.
The bonds, of a nominal value of Bfrs 5 000 each, are issued at 997o and will bear
interest ar the rare of 7/o per annum. They will be offered to the public as from
28 November 1966.
The twelve'year bonds are redeemable as from 5 December 1972 either by purchase
on the Stocli Exchange or by drawing of lots. The European Investment lank will,
however, have the opiion of redeeming by anticipation all or part of the bonds, at Par,
as from the same date.
This is the Bank's second public bond issue in Belgium; the proceeds from the sale
of the bonds will be used by the Bank for its general lending oPerations.
Including this issue, the European Investment Bank's funded debt totals approximately
352.1 million units of account.
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M iscellaneous
Visits to the C.ommission
Y. Tyg.. Dahlgaar4 the Danish Ministbr for trade, industry and European integra-tion, visited the EEC commission on 16 December 1966. He wai received-by
M. Mansholt,. vice-President, and M. Rey, rhe member with special responsibiliry for
external relations.
puri.ng the_ talks, y. pahlg-aard brought up several commercial problems affecting
Danish_ agricultural and industrial products. views were also exchanged on thE
Kennedy round negotiations.
On 15 December 1966,.Professor lValter Hallstein, President of the Commission,
received a delegation from the Bundestag's Pailiamentary Committee on labour, for
conversations. The delegation was led by the Chairman 5f the Committee, M. Miiller
de Remscheid.
On the following'day, Professor Walter Hallstein received Professor Raoul Prebisch,
Secretary-General of the United Nations Trade and Development Board, for an
- 
exchange of views on matters of common concern to UNCTAD and the EEC.
M. Rey then received Professor Raoul Prebisch in the'presence of M. Herbst, the
Director-General for external relations.
Visits of African ministers to the C-ommission
On 15 December 1966, the Minister of public works of the Comoro Islands came to
discuss schemes of interest to his department with members of the Commission's staff
responsible for the European Development Fund.
On 20 December 1966, M. \7_ane, the Mauritanian Minister of foreign affairs and
planning, came to Brussels to discuss various problems connected with-EDF schemes
that are at present in progress or contemplated, and to have talks with the EDF
authorities on the prospects for Mauritania's second Plan, covering the period
1968-t972.
The European Movement
On2,3 and 4 December l966,the Eu[opean Movement held a study conference on
"Europe's responsibilities in the world".- On the conclusion of the conference, a
declaration was published expressing the movement's grave cohcern ar the resurgence
in Europe of national interests that are openly opposed to the development of eom-
muniry policies or make their establishment more difficult.
The declaration deals in turn with the question of enlarging the Community, Atlantic
partnership, relations with the East bloc countries, and development aid.
In order to fulfil its role, Europe must be able to pursue an independent European
policy within the framework of-Atlantic partnership,-as its own resfonsibilities wbuld
wafrant.
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This meaos, first of all, that the European Communiry must be enlarged by the admis-
sion of other countries, particularly the United Kingdom.
In addition, Europe must acquire a democratic political authority if it is ultimately
to be able to face up to its responsibilities and fulfil its destiny.'
The Trade Unions
Opinion on social affairs
On 19 December 1966, prior to the meeting of the Council of So.iut Affairs Ministers
in the EEC, talks were held in Brussels between the President of that Council,
M. Veldkamp, and a delegation from the Secretariats of the International Confederation
of Free Trade Unions and the International Federation of Christian Trade Unions.
The trade union representatives reaffirmed the views expressed in their letter of
7 December 1966, addressed to the Presidenc of the EEC Council. In particular, they
stressed the need to achieve a European social policy by democratic means and uot
by decisions taken unilaterally and dictatorially by the governments of Member States.
They also said that the broad outlines of such a policy should be worked out at a
symjrcsium to be attended by representatives of the Community authorities and of
9m- qf,ers a,nd workersaat the European.level, and that a tripartite conference shouldbe held to discuss the Community's social policy. '
In a declaration published on 20 December 1966, the rwo organizations said that they
welcomed the agieement reached in the Council on the.advisability of holding regular
and more frequent ;rneetings on social questions. They also expressed their satisfaction
with the Council's decision to undertake certain studies and take action on certain
matters, but they stressed that'these proposals should be integrated into the social
progrunme which had been worked out by the Commission with the close co-operation
bf i'he employers' and workers' associatioris. The trade unions consider that industrial
and econohii developments in Europe are such that the need for a Communiry social
policy is becoming increasingly obvious. "The absence of such a Community policy
mav well eive rise to social tensions and disturbances which would corutitute a serious
thrlat to {.rnocr.cy in Europe."
Opinion- on transport questions
The C-ommunitv's Transoort Trade Union Committee met in Brussels on 20 Decem-
ber1966; rp...h.r were'made by M. Schaus, a member of the Commission, and several
senior EEC officials.
'The Trade Union Committee declared most forcefully that the unions regarded the
integration of transport in the EEC as an essential precondition for sound and balanced
development in the Communiry.
At this meeting, an opinion was jointly adopted by the Transport Trade Union
Committee affiliated to the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions, and
the Euopein Transport C.ommittee, which is affiliated to the International Confedera-
tion of ^Christian frade Unionr; thit concerned the proposed regulation which the
C,ommission recently submitted to the Council on the subject of social harmonization
in road transport.
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The trade unions pointed out that the serious road accidents that had occurred during
the last few monihs made the C.ommission's proposal seem particularly timely, anf,
said that the standards suggested represented ihe^absolute *ihimom required."In a
pressing aPPeal to the Council, the trade unions called upon the governments to tackle
the problem of social harmonization in road transporr al a mattel of urgenry.
European Communities Prize
The Euratom Commission, the ECSC High Authority and the EEC C.ommission are
otganizing a competition h 1967 for the Euiopean Communities Prize (1), which
will be awarded for the university theses that make the most substantial and original
contribution.to the study of probiems relating to European integration.
A prize of Bfrs. 100 000 wil be awarded to the best candidate in each of the following
cateSofles:
i) Law
ii) Economics
iii) Political science, sociology, social psychology, history.
(') S.. 
"fft.trl gazette No. 229, 10 December 1966.
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PUBLICATIONS OF THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY
Items concerning the activities of the European Economic Community published
in the official gazefie of the European Communities between 15 December 1966
and L4 lanuary 1967
EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
'Written questions and replies
No 78 de M. Berkhouwer i la Commission de la CEEA et i la
Commission de la CEE. Objet: Accr6ditations de missions diploma-
tiques auprds des Communaut6s eurofrennes (No. 78 by M. Berkhouwerto the Eutatom and EEC Commission: Accreditation of diplomatic
missions to the European Communities) No. 241, 28.12.66
No 90 de M. Lenz i Ia Commission de la CEE. Objet: Emploi de
diphdnylamine dans le.traitement de surface des pommes (No. 90 by
M. Lenz to the EEC Commission: Use of diphenylamine in the surface
treatment of apples) No. 241, 28.L2.66
No 98 de M. Deringer i la Commission de la CEE. Objet: Redevance
appliquie par la France aux opdrations faisant l'objet d'une d6claration
en douane (No. 98 by M. Deringer to the EEC Commission: Charge
made by France on transactions that are the subiect of a customsdeclaration) No. 241, 28.12.66
No 100 de M. Berkhouwer i la Commission de la CEE. Objet: Tarif
AT 7 S 4 des chemins de fer allemands applicable au traosport de
minerai (No. 100 by M. Berkhouwer to the EEC Commission: The
Federal German Railways' tariff AT 7 S 4 applicable to the transport
of ore) No. 241, 28.12.66
No 101 de M. Deringer i la Commission de la CEE. Obiet: Entraves
aux importations de jus de fruits en Belgique (No. 101 by M. Deringer
to the EEC Commission: Obstacles to imports of fruit juices into Belgium) No. 241, 28.12.66
No 103 de M. Bergmann i la Commission de la CEE. Objet: Dotation
en personnel tout i fait insuffisante de la division a hygidne et sdcuriti
du travail > de la Commission de la CEE (No. 103 by M. Bergmann
to the EEC Commission: insufficiency of staff in the Industrial Health
and Safety Division at the EEC Commission) No. 241, 28.12.66
COUNCIL AND COMMISSION
Regulations
Rlglement no 208/66/CEE de la Commission, du 14 d6cembre 1966,
fixant un montant suppl6mentaire pour les pintades abattues (Commis-
sion Regulation No. 208/66/CEE of 14 December 1966 fixing a supple-
mentary amount for slaughtered guinea-fowl)
REglement no 209/66/CEE de la Commission du 14 d6cembre 1966,
modifiant Ie rlglement no 79/66/CEE en ce qui concerne le coefficieni
de conversion applicable aux ailes de volailles (Commission RegulationNo. 209/66/CEE of 14 December 1966 amending Regulation
No. 79/66/CEE with regard to the feed-conversion rate applicable to
poultry wings)
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Rlglement rc 210/66/CEE de la Commission du 14 d6cembre 1966,
portant fixation des prildvements dans le secteur de l'huile d'olive(Commission Regulation No. 210/66/CEE of 14 December 1966 tixing
levies in the olive oil sector)
Riglement no 2ll/66/CEE du Conseil du 14 d6cembre 1966, portant
adjonction d'une catigorie 
.de qualit6 suppl6mentaire aux norrnes
communes de gualiti poirr certains fruits et ldgumes (Council Regula-
tion No. 211/66/CEE of 14 December 1966 adding a new quality class
to the common quality standards for certain kinds of fruit and vegetables)
Rdglement no 212/66|CR-E de la Commission du 16 d6cembre 1966,
relatif i I'6tablissement des moddles de certains documents de contr6le
vis6s aux articles 6 et 9 du rlglement no il7/6/CEE du Conseil concer-
nant l'introduction de rdgles communes pour les transports internationaux
de voyageurs par route effectu6s par autocars et par autobus (Commission
Regulation No. 212/66/CEE of 16 Decembei-1966 providing models
of certain control documents referred to in Articles 6 and 9 of Council
Regulation No. 117/66/CEE concerning the introduction of common
rules for international road passenger transport by coach or bus)
Rlglement no 213/66/CEE de la Commission du 20 d6cembre 1966,
modifiant le rlglement no 70 en vue de fixer des coefficients d'iquiva-
lence entre le bl6 dur grec ainsi que le sorgho mexicain offert sur le
march6 mondial et le standard de qualiti fix6 pour le prix de seuil(Commission Regulation No. -213/66/CEE of 20 December 1966
amending Regulation No. 70 in order to lay down coefficients of
equivalence between the quality standard fixed for the threshold price
of Greek durum wheat and Mexican sorghum offered .on the world
market)
Rdglement no 214/66|CEE du Conseil du 14 d6cembre L966, modifiantla liste des produits relevant du rBglement no 19, et la liste des
produits relevant du rlglemenr no 13/64lCEE (Council Regulation
No.214/66/CEE of 14 December 1966 amending the lists of production
falling under Regulation No. 19 and Regulation No. |3/64/CEE)
Rdglement no 2l)/66/CEE du Conseil du 14 dicembre 1966, relatif aux
r6gime applicable aux aliments compos6s )r base de produits laitiets et
au lait en poudre destin6s i I'alimentation du betail (Council
Regulation No. 211/66/CEE o f 14 December 1966 on the airangements
applicable to compound animal feeding-stuffs with a basis of milk
powder and other milk products)
Rlglement no 216/66/CEE du Conseil du 14 d6cembre 1966, relatif au
r6gime applicable i certaines catigories d'aliments composds ir base de
c6r6ales et de rix destiri6s i l'alimentation des animaux (Council
Regulation No.2|6/66/CEE of 14 December 1966 oo the arrangements
applicable to certain types of animal feed based on cereals and rice)
Riglement no 217 /66/CEE du Conseil du 14 d6cembre 7966, relatif au
r6gime de suspension du pr6ldvement i I'importation des huiles d'olivc
utilis6es pour la fabrication de certaines conserves (Council Regulation
No. 217/66/CEE of 14 December 1966 relating to the suspension of
rhe levy on imports of olive oil used in certain preserves)
Rlglement no 218/66/CEE du Conseil du 14 ddcembre 1966, relatif aux
maJorations mensuelles du prix indicatif de march6, du prix d'intervention
et du prix de seuil de l'huile d'olive pour la campagne de commerciali-
sation 1966/1967 (Council Regulation No. 218/66/CEE of 14 Decem-
ber 1966 fixing the monrhly incteases in the target price, intervention
price and threshold price for olive oil for the 1966/67 marketing year)
Rlglement no 219/66/CEE du Conseil du 7 dicembre 1966, fixant Ie
montant des pr6ldvemen$ envers les pays tiers pour Ie porc, Ia viande
de porc et lCs produits i base de viande de porc, pour le premier
trirriestre 1967 -(Council Regulation No. 219/66/CEE of 7 December
1966 fixine the levies on imports of pigs, pigmeat and pigmeat products
from non-member countries for the first quarter of 1967)
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Rlglement oo 220/66/CEE du Conseil du 22 d6cembre 1966, prorogeanrle rlglement no ll0/66/CEE autorisant la R6publique italienne i
suspen$re totalement les droits de douane et les prC.ldvements applicables
aux importations en provenance des pays riers, d'animaux vivants de
I'espece bovine, des especes domestiques, autres, d'un poids unitaire
n'exc6dant pas 300 kilogrammes de la position ex 01.02 A II) (Council
Regulation No.220/66/CEE of 22 December 1966 exrending Regulation
No. 110/66/CEE authorizing Italy to suspend the customi duties and
levies on imports from non-member countries of live animals of the
bovine species, domestic, other, nor exceeding 300 kg. in weight per
head (CCT heading ex 01.02 A II)
Rlglement no 221/66/CEE de la Commission du 14 d6cembre 1966
adaptant et fixant les prix d'6cluse pour les porcs, la viande de porc et
les produits ir base de viande de porc pour les importations effec-
tu6es dutant le premier trimestre L967 (Commission Regulation
No.22|/66/CEE of 14 December 1966 adjusting and fixing the sluice-
gate prices for pigs, pigmeat aod pigmeat producrs imported in the
first quarter of. 1967)
Rdglement no 222/66/CEE des Conseils du 22 d6cembre 1966, portant
modification des coefficients correcteurs dont sont affmdes les r6munC-
rations et les pensions des fonctionnaires (Regulation of the Councils
No.222l66lCEE of 22 December 1966 amending the adiustment
factors of salaries and pensions of officials)
Rlglement no 22)/66/CEE des Conseils du'22 dicembre 1966, portant
prorogation de la periode d'attribution de l'indemnit6 forfaitaire tempo-
raire vis6e I l'atticle 4bis de l'annexe VII du statut des fonctionnaires(Regulation of the Councils No. 223/66/CEE ot 22 Dxember 1966
extending the period for which the temporary flat-rate allowance is
granted as mentioned in Article 4a of Annex VII to the Statute of Service
for officials)
Riglement no 224166/CEE du Conseil du 22 d6cembre 1966, dirogea4ti certaines dispositions du rlglement no 17/66/CEE concernant le
concours du FEOGA, section orientation, pour les ann6es 1966 er L967(Council Regulation No. 224/66/CEE of 22 December 1966 waivioc
certain proviiions of RegulationNo 17 /64/CEE with regard to aid from
the Guidance Section of the EAGGF for ihe years 1966 and 1967) No. 240, 27.12.66
Rlglement no 22J/66/CEE du Conseil du 22 dCcembrc 1966, portant
prologation du rlglement no 3163/CEE du Conseil relatif aux rdlations
commerciales avec les pays i commerce d'Etat en ce qui concerne certains
produits agricoles (Council Regulation No. 2T/66/CEE of 22 Decem-kr 1966 extending Council Regulation No. 1/61/CEE on commercial
relations with state-trading countries in respect of certain agriculrural
produas)
Rlglement no 226/66/CEE du Conseil du 22 ddcernbre 1966, autorisant
Ia Ripublique frangaise i diminuer le montanr fixe du pr6livement appli-
cable I I'importation des laits sp6ciaux dits < pour nourrissons u (Cbun-
cil Regulation No. 226/66/CEE of 22 December 1966 authorizing France
to reduce the fixed levy on imports of special milks for infant feeding)
Rdglement no 227/66/CEE de la Commission du 22 d&embre 1966,
prorogeant le riglement no 2|/61/CEE portant d6rogation transitoire
aux normes comrnunes de qualit6 pour lei agrumes (Commission Reguj
lation No. 227/66/CEE ol 22 Decemkr1966 exiending Regulati-on
No. 2l/63/CEE temporarily waiving the common quality standards for
citrus fruits)
Rlglement rc 228/66/CEE de la Commission du 22 ddcembrc L966,
modifiant le montaot suppldmentaire pour les jaunes d'ceufs liquides
ou congelds (Commissiori-Regulation No. 228166/CEE of. 22 Diiem-
ber 1966 amending the supplemenrary amounr for liquid or frozen
egg yolks)
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Rlglement no 229/66/CEE de la Commission du 29 ddcembte 1966,
ooitant nouvelle adaptation et fixation des prix d'icluse pour les porcs,
ia viande de porc ei les produits i base de viande d-e porc pour les
imoortations eifectu6es duiant le premier trimestre 1967 (Commission
Rehrlation No. 229/66/CEE of -29 December 1966 again adjusting
anJ fixing the sluice-gate prices for pigs, pigmeat and pigmeat products
imported during the first quarter of 1967)
Rlelement no 230/66/CEE de la Commission du 29 d6cembre 7966,
ooitant fixation des or6llvements dans le secteut de l'huile d'olive
'(Commission Regulatioh No. 230/66/CEE of 29 December 1966 fixir.g,
levies in the olive oil sector)
RBglement no l/67/CEEde la Commission du 6 jatvier 1967, fixant un
moitant suppldmentaire pour les eufs en coquille de volaille de basse-cour,(Commissi6n Regulation No. |/67/CEE df 6 January 1967'fixing a'
supplementary amount for eggs in shell)
Rdlgement no 2167 ICEE du Conseil du 12 janvier 1967, fixant le ptix
de -base et le prix d'achat pour les choux-fleurs (Council Regulation
No.2/67/CEE- of 12 Januaiy 1967 tixing the basic price and purchase
price for cauliflowers)
Rlglement no 3167/CEE du Conseil du 12 janvier 1!67, fixant le prix
de-base et le prix d'achat pour les oranges douces (Council Regulation
No.3/67/CEE of 12 Jantary 1967 fixing the basic price and purchase
price for sweet oranges)
REglement no 4/67/CEE du Conseil du 12 ianvier 1967, fixant le prix
de-base et Ie prix'd'achat pour les mandarines (Council Regulation
No.4l67/CEE'ot 12 Januari 1967 fixing the basic price and purchase
price for mandarins)
REelemerit no 5/67/CEE du Conseil du 12 janvier 1967, fixant le prix
de- base et le prix d'achat pour les citrons (Council Regulation
No.5/67/CEE of 12 lantary 1967 fixing the basic price and purchase
for lemons)
Rtslement no 6/67/CEE du Conseil, du 12 janviet 1967, fixant le prix
de'base et le 'prix d'achat pour les pomhes (Council Regulation
No.6/67/CEE of 12 lanuary-1967 fixing the basic price and purchase
price for apples)
Rlglement no 7/67 ICEE du Conseil du 12 ianvier 1967, fixant le prix
de'base et le prix d'achat pour les poires (Council Regulation
No.7/67/CEE oi 12 lanuary 1967 fixing the basic price and purchase
price for pears)
Rdslement no 7 /67/CEE du Conseil du 12 janvier 1967, portant fixation
des" or6ldvementi dans le secteur de I'huile d'olive (Council Regulation
No.'8/67/CEE of 12 Jatuaty 1967 f.ixing levies in the olive oil sector)
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THE COUNCIL
Information
Directive du Conseil a, fa a6..-b, e l966,modifiant la directive du
Conseil du 5 novembre L963 relative au rapprochement des l6gislations
des Etats membres conceriaot les agents -ionservateurs pouvaot etre
emolovds dans les denr6es destin6es I l'alimentation humaine (Council
Directive of 14 December 1966 amending Council Directive of 1 Novem-kr 1961 on the approximation of thE legislation of . Member States
concerning permitted preserving agents in food for human consumption)
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D6cision du Conseil du 14 d6cembrc 1966 modifiant la ddcision dd
Conseil du 5 mai 7966 relative i la d6finition de la notion de c produits
originaires ) et aux m6thodes de coop6ration administrative pour-l'appli-
cation de la d6cision du 25 fdvrier 1964 relative i l'association des bavs
et territoires d'outre-mer i la CEE (66/3$/CEE) [(Council Deciiidn
of 14 December 1966 amending the Council Decision of J Mav 1966
defining the concept of "good! originating in ..." and merh'ods of
administrative co-operation for the ihplemEntation of the Decision of
21 February 1964 concerning the associaiion of the ovetseas countries and
territories with the EEC (No. 66/303/CEE))
D6cision du Conseil du 22 d6cembre 1966 portant modification du prixde seuil applicable i certainS produits Iaitiers en Belgique et- au
Luxembourg (Council Decision of 22 December 1966 airindinc the
threshold price applicable to certain milk products in Belgiurn- and
Luxembourg)
D6cision du Conseil du 22 ddcembre 1966 relative i une nouvelle proro-
ga-tion de certaines dispositions de la dicision du Conseil du l5 juin'1965
relative i certaines sous-traitances dans les domaines des gaianties et
financements i l'exportation (Council Decision of 22 December 1966
aga-in extending certain provisions of the Council Decision of 15 June1965 concerning expon guarantee and financing arrangements appliiable
to ceftarn sub-contracts)
Recommandation du Conseil du 22 ddcembre 1966 adress6e aux Etats
membres concernant les lignes directrices de politique conjoncrurelle i
observer en 1967 (Council Recommendatioi of 22 Decimber 1966
addressed to the Member States containing guidelines for short-term
economic policy in 1967)
Ddcision du Conseil du 22 d6cemb re 1966 portant prorogation de la
suspension partielle du droit du tarif douanier cominun -applicable ir
certaines parties et piices d6tach6es des rdacteurs nucl6aires d6 la sous-
.position 84.19 B ll a) (Council Decision of 22 December 1966 extend-ing the reduction 
-of the CCT duty on certain componenrs of nuclear
readors under heading 8459 B II a)'
lg{Sgt guppl-6nrentaire de la CEE pour I'exercice 1966 (SupplementaryEEC budgei fior the year 1966)
D6cision du Conseil du 22 d6cembre 7966 concernart l'octroi d'un
concours communautaire i la R6publique italienne pour lui permettre
d'accorder certaines aides aux travailleriis des mines- de soufr6 fraoo6spar Ie licenciement et un certain nombre de bourses i leurs enfants(Council Decision of 22 December 1966 on a Communitv sranr to Italv
for the purpose of aid to redundant sulphur-mine workers dnf, scholarshipifor the children)
Ddcision du Conseil du 22 d6cembre 1966 visant i I'introduction de
certaines modifications au tarif douanier commun (Council Decision
of 22 December 1966 making cetain amendments to the common
customs tariff)
Dicision du Conseil du 22 ddcembre 1966 portanr suspension temporaire
des droits du tarif douanier comrnun ap-plicables i. certains pioduits(Council Declsion 
-of 22 December 1966 suspending or temporarily
reducing the CCT duties on certain products)
D6cision du Conseil du 
_22 d6cembre 1966 porranr suspension totaledes droits du tarif douanier commun applicablis aux avions d'un ooidsi vide sup6rietr i 11 000 kg, des positiohi 88.02 B tI c) et d) (Couniii
Decision of 22 December 1966 iuspending the CCT duties'on'aircraft
of a'tare'weight of more t[,a' lrboo k;;;i.; hea;iri-g-8.bi'Bli
c) and d)
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No. 246,
D6cision du Conseil du 22 dicembrc 1966 portant suspension totale des
droits du tarif douanier commun applicables i certains produits utilis6si des fins d'entretien ou de r6paration sur des avions d'un poids ir vide
sup6rieur i 15 000 kg (Council Decision of 22 December 1966 suspend-
ing the CCT duties on certain products used for the maintenance and
repair of aircraft of a tare weight of more than 15 000 kg.)
Dicision du Conseil du 22 d6cembre 1966 portant ouverture et r6partition
d'un contingent tarifaire communautaire i droit nul l I'importation de
'pneumatiques destin6s l 6tre utilisis, ir des fins d'entretien sur des avions
des types DC 8, DC 9 et Boeing (Council Decision of 22 December 1966
opening and allocating a Community duty-free quota for imports of
tyres for DC 8, DC 9 and Boeing aircraft)
D6cision du Conseil du 22 d6cembre 1966 portant suspension totale des
droits du tarif douanier cornmun applicables i certains mat6riels utilis6s
pour l'equipement des avions (Council Decision of 22 December 1966
iusspending the CCT duties on certain equipment for aircraft)
Dicision du Conseil du 22 d6cembrc 1966 portant suspension totale du
droit du tarif douanier commun applicable i certains simulateurs de
vol de la position ex 88.05 B (Council Decision of 22 December 1966
suspending the CCT duty on certain flight simulators under heading
ex 88.05 B)
D6cision du Conseil du 22 d6cembre 1966 portant augmentation du
volume du contingent tailfaie. octroy6 au royaume. des Pays-Bas pour
les poudres de fer ou d'acier, de la position tarifaire 71.0, A (Council
Decision of 22 December 1966 increasing the tariff quota granted to
the Netherlands for iron or steel powders under heading 73.0, A)
Ddcision du Cohseil du 22 d6cembrc 1966 portant augmentation du
volume du contingent carifaire octroy6 au royaume des Pays-Bas pour
les colophanes hydrog6n6es, polym6risies et dim6rjs6es de la position_
ex 38.08 C (Council Decision of 22 December 1966 increasing the tariff
quota granted to the Netherlands for hydrogenized, polymerized and
dimerized rosins under heading ex 38.08 C)
Ddcision du Conseil du 22 d6cembre 1966 portant augmentation du
volume du contingent tarifaire octroy6 i la r6publique fiddrale d'Alle-
magne pour le papier iournal de la position 48.01 A (Council Decision
of 22 December 1966 increasing the tariff quota granted to the Federal
Republic of Germany for newsprint under heading.48.01 A)
Ddcision du Conseil 
-du 22 d6cembre 1966 portant octroi I la rdpubliqur!
f6d6rale d'Allemagne d'un contingent tarifaire pour le papier_ journal de
la position 48.01-A (Council Dicision of 22 December 1966 granting
the Federal Republic of Germany a taritf quota for newsprint under
heading 48.01 A)
Decision du Conseil du 22 d6cembre 1966 portant augmentation du
volume du contingent tarifaire octroy6 i la Rdpublique frangaise pour le
papier journal de la position 48.01 A (Council Decision of 22 Decem-
bei 1966 increasing the tariff quota granted to France for newsprint under
heading 48.01 A)
D6cision du Conseil du 22 d6cembre 1966 portant octroi i la Ripublique
frangaise d'un contingent tarifaire pour le papier iournal de la position
48.01 A (Council Decision of 22 DecembCr 1966 granting France a
tariff quota for newsprint under heading 48.01 A)
THE COMMISSION
. Directives and decisions
Directive de la Commission du 24 novembre 1966 portant fixation du
rythme de suppression du droit de statistique appliqu6 par- la R6publique
iialienne I I'importation des marchandises en provenance des autres Etats
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6t
membres (Commission Directive of 24 November 1966 on the timine
by which-the "statistical tax" charged by Italy on imports from the othei
lvlember States is to be eliminated) 
.
D6iision de la Commission du 5 dicembre 1966 portant. augmentation
du volume du contingent tarifaire octroy6 i la R6oublioue italienne oouiles thons, ftais, rtftigdrds ou congelEs, destinCs ir j'industrie di la
conserve de poisson (Commission Decision of 5 December 1966
increasing the tariff quota granted to ltaly.for tunny, fresh, chilled or
trozen, tor cannrng)
D6cision de la Commission du 2 decembre 1966 portanr fixation d'une
taxe. compensatoire sur les importations en Alleriragne de tulipes, de
narcisses et de jacinthes originaires des Pays-Bas (Cdmmission Decision
of 2 December 1966 fixing a countgrvailing charge on imports into
Germany of tulips, narcissi and hyacinths gro-wn in*the Neth6rhnds)
Ddcision de la Commission du 2 d6cembre 1966 porrant fixation d'une
taxe.comp€ns-atoire sur les importations en France de tulipes, de narcisses
et_de jacinthes_ 
_originaires des Pays-Bas (Commission 'Decision of2-December 1966 fixing a countervailing charge on imports into France
of tulips, narcissi and hyacinths grown 1n thJ Netherlinds)
Decision de la Commission du 13 d6cembre 1966 portant augmentationdu volume du contingent tarifaire octrov6 I la'r6publiou"e fed6rali
d'Allemagne pour les morues, lieus noirs, aiglefins it s66astes, frais,
r6frigirds ou congel6s (Ccimmission Decision- of ll Decemb; 1966
increasing the tariff quota granted to the Federal Republic of Germanv
f91..cgd, coalfish (pollack)-, haddock and Norwegian rosefish, fresh,
chilled or frozen)
D6cision de Ia Commission du 29 novembre L966 po*at autorisarion
au royaume des Pays-Bas d'introduire un conrinsent tarifaire oour le zincbrut (Commission Decision of 29 Novemfrr 1966 authorizins the
Netherlands to introduce a tariff quota for unwrought zinc)
Dicision de Ia Commission du 29 novembre 1966 portant autorisdtion ila rdpublique fdd6rale d'Allemagne d'introduire un contingent tatifaire
pour le zinc brut non allii (Commission Decision of 29 No"vember 1966
authorizing the Federal Republic of Germany to introduce a tariff quotafor unwrought zinc, unalloyed)
Ddcision de la Commission du 21 decembre 1966, rcLarive i la fixarion
des moyennes. arithm6tiques des pr6ldvements agricoles envers les pays
tiers servant de base pour le calcul du pr6ldvernent compensareut institti6
en verru de l'article l0 du trait6 (Commission Decision of 21 Decem-kr 1966- fixing the arithmetic average of the agricultural levies on
imports from_ non-member countries, to be usetr in calculating the
compensatory levy institured by virtue of Article 10 of the Treaty) -
D6cision de la Commission du 22 d6cembre 1966 portant fixation du
montant suppldmentaire qui peut 6tre restitu6 i l'exportation de certains
fromages vers les pays tiers (Commission Decision of 22 Decem-
ber 1966_fixing the supplementary ,unount that may be refunded on
expotts of certain cheeses to non-mernber countries)
Ddcision de la Commission du 19 decembre 1966 portant ditermination
des testitutions moyennes les plus basses pour le financement des resti-
tuti-onp i l'exportation vers les pays tiers dela pdriode de comptabilisation1963/1964 -(Commission Decisjon of 19 Dicember 1966 ietermining
the lowest averuge refunds for the purpose of financing refunds on export:
to non-member countries tor the 1963/1964 accountlng period)'
D6cision de la Commission du 19 ddcembre 1966 concernant le
concours du FEOGA section ( garantie r aux ddpenses du royaumede Belgique pour les restituti-ons i l'exportati6n vers les' pays
tiers et les interventions sur le march6 intdiieur pour la xriode de
comptabilisation 196)/1964 (Commission Decision oi t9 December t966
concerning reimbursement to Belgium from the Guarantee Seaion of
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the EAGGF for expenditure on refunds on exports to non-member
countries and support of the home market for the 1963-1964 account-
ing period)
Ddcision de la Commission du 19 d6cembre 1966 concernaot le concours
du FEOGA section ( garantie n aux d6penses de la r6publique fed6rale
d'Allemagne pour les restitutions i l'erportation vers lei payJ tiers et les
interventions sur le march6 int6rieur pour la periode de comptabilisationL963ll9U (Commission Decision 'of t9 Decembr 1966'concerning
reimbutsemeent to the Federal Republic of Germany from the Guarantee
Section of the EAGGF for expenditure on tefunds on exports to non-
member countries and support of the home market for the 1961/l9M
accounting perid)
D6cision de la Commission du 19 decembre 1966 concernant le concours
du FEOGA section ( garantie > aux dipenses de la Rdpublique frangaise
pour les restitutions i l'exportation vers les pays riers er les inrervenrions
sut Ie march6 intdrieur pour la periode de comptabilisation 1961/1964(Commission Decision of 19 December 1966 concerning reimbursement
ro France from the Guarantee Smion of the EAGGF for expenditure
on refunds on exports to non-member countries and support of the home
market for the 19$/1964 accounting perid)
D6cision de la Commission du 19 dicembre 1966 concernant le concours
du FEOGA, sectioo ( garantie r, aux dipenses de la R6publique italienne
'pour les restitutions i l'exportation vers les pays tiers ei les intervenrions
iur le marchd intirieur pour la periode de comptabilisation 1961/l9M(Commission Decision of 19 December 1966 concerning reimbursement
to Italy from the Guarantee Seaion of the EAGGF for expendirure on
refunds on exports to non-member countries and support of the home
market for the 1963/l9M accounting period)
D6cision de la Commission du 19 d6cembre 1966 concernant [e concours du
FEOGA, section ( garantie r aux d6penses du grand-duch6 de Luxernbourg
pour les restitutions i l'exportation vets les pays tiers et les interventions
sur le march6 int6rieur pour la periode de comptabilisatiot 196)/1964(Commission Decision of 19 December 1966 concerning reimbursement
to Luxembourg from the Guatantee Smion of the EAGGF for expen-
dirure on refunds on exports to non-member countries and support of the
home market for the L96311964 accounting period)
Dicision de la Commission du 19 dicembre 1966 coocernaot le concours
du FEOGA, section ( garantie l, aux d6penses du royaume des Pays-Bas
pour les restitutions I l'exportation vers les pays tiers et les intreventions
sur le march6 int6rieur pour la p6riode de comptabilisarion 1963/1964(Commission Decision of 19 December 1966 concerning reimbursement
to the Netheilands from the Guarantee Smion of the EAGGF for expen-
diture on refunds on exports to non-memhr countties and support of the
home market for rhe 1961/ 1964 accounting period)
Decision de la Commission du 1o'. d6cembre 1966 portant octroi d'un
contingent tarifaire i la r6publique fdd6rale d'Allemagne pour le ferro-
silico-manganese (Commission Decision of 1 December 1966 eranting
the Federal Republic of Germany a tatiff quota fot ferro-silico-manganese)
D6cision de Ia Commission du la dCcembre 1966 portant octroi d'un
contingent tarifaire au royaume des Pays-Bas pour le ferro-silico-
manganise (Commission Decision of 1 December 1966 granting the
Netherlands a taif.f quota for ferro-silico-manganese)
Dicision de la Commission du 10" ddcembre 1966 portant octroi d'un
contingent tarifaire au royaume des Pays-Bas pour Ie ferro-silicium(Commission Decision of 1 December 1966 granting the Netherlands
a tariff. quota for ferro-silicon)
D6cision de la Commission du ler ddcembre 1966 portant octroi d'un
contingent tarifaire I I'Union 6conomique belgoluxemboutgeoise pour
le ferio-silicium (Commission Decision of 1 
.December 1966 grar.tio,g
the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union a tariff quota for ferro+iliconJ
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D6cision de la Cotnmission du ler decembre 1966 portant octroi d'un
contingent tarifaire ) la R6publique italienne pour le ferro-chrome
contenant en poids O,l0 /o ou moins de carbone-et dc 30 /o exclus i90 /o inclus de chrome (Commission Decision of I December 1966granting Italy a tariff quota for ferro-chromium containing irot more
than 0.10/o by weight of carbon and more than 3OVo bur not more than
90Vo ol chromium)
D6cision de la Commission du lor d6cembre 1966 portant octroi d'un
con-tingent tarifaire i l'Union 6conomique belgo-luxembourgeoise pour
le ferro-chrome contenanr 6n poids 0,10 /o ou-moins de caibone el de30 Vo exclus it 9O /o inclus de chrome (Commission Decision ofI Decembcr 
-7966 granting.the Belgo.-Tlxembourg Economic^ Illlgn. 
"tariff quota for ferro-chromium containing nor more than 0.10Vo bv
weight of carbon and more than 30Vo but nor rnore thao 907o of.
chromium)
Ddcision de la iommission du l.€r dicembre 1966 portant octroi d'un
contingent tarifaire au royaume des Pays-Bas pour le ferro-chrome
contenant en poids 0,10 /o ou moins de iarbone et de 30 g6 exclus ir90 Vo inclus de chrome (Cor4mission Decision of I December 1966
granting the Netherlands a tarilf quota for ferro-chromium containing
not rnore thar. 0.l0Vo by weight of carbon and more than 30Vo bii
not more rhan 90Vo of chromium)
D6cision de la Comrnission du 8 d6cembre 1966 portatt modification
de'sa dicision du 28 octobre 1966 autorisant certains Etats membresi percevoir des taxes compensatoires I I'imporration de cerraines mar-
chandises r6sukant de la transfotmarion de produits agricoles, en
provenance des autres Etats membres (Commission Decision of 8 Decem-
ber 1966 amending its Decision of 28 October 1966 aurhorizins cerrain
'Member States to impose counrervailing charges on imports Irom the
other Member States of certain goods manufactured f rom agricultural
products)
Recommendations and formal opinions
Avis de la Commission du 14 dicembre 1966 adress6 au souvernement
du grand-duch6 de Luxembourg au suiet du projet de rigltment grand-
ducal relatif i la publicitd des prix et conditions du traniporr r6mun6r6pat route de produits relevaot du trait6 instituant la CECA effectud
entre pays_ de I'Union 6conomique Benelux (Commission Opinion of
14 December 1966 addressed to the Government of the Grand Duchv of
Luxembourg concerning the Grand-Ducal regulation relating to'the
publication of the rates and conditions of road transpotr between the
countries of the Benelux Economic Union for products falling under the
Treaty establishing the ECSC)
EUROPEiN DEVELOPMENT FUND
Avis. d'appgl d'offres no 516 (appel d'offres par consultation publique)
lanc6'par la r6publique malgache (centrale d'dquipement agricole et de
modernisarion du paysannat CEAMP) pour un programme fioanc6 par
la CEE-FED [(Call for supply tender No. 556 issued by Madagascar(Centrale d'equipement agricole et de modernisation du paysannat -
CEAMP) for a programme financed by the EEC-DEF)I
Avis d'appel no 1)7 lanc6 par la R6publique malgache pour un projet
financ6 par la CEE-FED (Call for tender No. 157 issued by Madagasiar
for a scheme financed by the EEC-EDF)
Avis.d'appel d'offres no 558 lanci par la R6publique malgache (Centrale
d'dquipement agricole et de modernisation du paysannar, TEAMP) pour
un programme financ6 par la CEE-FED (Call for tender No. 518 isiued
by Madagascar (Centrale d'6quipement agricole et de modernisaiion du
paysannat - CEAMP) for a programme financed by rhe EEC-EDF)]
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iRisultat de l'appel d'offres no 122 (Result of call for tender No. 522)
Consultation publique no 5)9 de la rdpublique centrafricaine pour un
programme financ6 partiellement par Ia CEE-FED (Call for supply
tender No. 519 issued by the Central African Republic for a programme
financed in patt by the EEC-EDF)
Modificatif )r I'appet d'offres no 576 (Amendment to call for tender
No. 5)6)
Information relative aux taux de parit6 retenus pour les opdrations du
FED (Exchange rates used for EDF operations)
Avis d'appel d'offres no 560 lanc6'par la R6publique togolaise pour un
proiet financ6 par la CEE-FED (Calt for tender No. 560 issued by Togo
for a scheme financed by the EEC-EDF)
R6sultats d'appels d'offres (appels d'offres nos 415, 471, 487, ,12, ,1,
et 119 (Result of calls for tender Nos. 4lr, 471,487, ,12,115 and 119)
Avis d'appel d'offres no 561 lanc6 par la Ripublique centrafricaine pour
un projet financ6 par la CEE-FED (Call for tender No. 561 issued by
the Central African Republic for a scheme financed by the EEC-EDF)
Avis d'appel d'offres no 162 lancd par la ripubliQue du Tchad pour un
projet financ6 par la CEE-FED (Call for tender No. 562 issued by
Chad for a scheme financed by the EEC-EDF)
General Information
Aides des Etats (articles 92 i 94 du trait6 instituant la CEE) 
- 
Commu-
nicarion faite conform6ment I I'article 93, paragraphe 2, premilre
phrase du Trait6 aux int6ress6s autres que les Etats membres et relativesi certaines aides accord6es i la consomhation de marchandises r6sultant
de la transformation de c6r6ales eo vettu de I'article 2), pangraphe 4
du rlglement no 19 du Conseil, en Allemagne, au Luxembourg et aux
Pays-Bas (66/709/CEE) [(State aids (Articles 92-94 of the Treaty r
establishing the EEC) 
- 
Communication made in accordance with
Article 93(2), first sentence, of the Treaty to the parties concerned other
than the Member States and relating to certain aids granted to promote
the consumption of goods manufactured from cereals, by virtue of
Article 23U) of Council Regulation No. 19, in Germany, Luxembourg
and the Netherlands (No. 66l709lCEE)l
Consultation du Comit6 dconomique et social au sujet du proiet d'une
recommandation de la Commission concernant la protection de la
materniti. Avis du Comiti 6conomique et social (Reference to the
Economic and Social Committee of the draft Commission recommendation
on maternal welfare, and Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee)
No. 239, 24.12.66
No l, 6.1.67
No 1, 6.1.67
No. 1, 6.1.67
No. 2, 7.1.67
No. 3, 11.1.67
No. 4, 12.1.67
No. 7, 14.1.67
No. 241, 28.L2.66
No. 4, 12.1.67
COURT OF JUSTICE OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES '
C.ommunications
Atfaire 30-66. Recours i,troduit le 7 d6cembre 1966 parl'.n,r.o.ir.
Kurt A. Becher contre la Commission de la CEE (Cue 30-66. Suit
filed on 7 December 1966 bv the firm of Kurt A. Becher v. the EECCommission) No. 241, 28.12.66
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ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE
Information
Avis de concours g6n6ral no CES 30/66 (une daaylographe d'expression
allemande) [(NStice of open competitive exarnination No. CES 30/66(German-language typist)l
Avis de concours g6ndral no CF-S 40/66 (secritaires stdnodactylographes
d'exrpession frangaise) [(Notice of open competitive examination
No. CES 40/66 (Frcnch-language secretaries with shorthand+yping)l
Issues of the agricultural supplement to the official gazette containing the tables
appended to the Commission's decisions fixing cif prices, premiums to be added
to levies, the amounts to be added or deducted in computing refunds for cereals,
and free-at-frontier cereal prices
Supplement No. 49 of 21 December 7966
Supplement No. 50 of 28 December 1966
Supplement No. 1 of l1 January 1967
Supplement No. 2 of 18 Jatuary 1967
No. 238, 24.12.66
No. 238, 24.12.66
n, e)lto
Recent publications of the European Economic Community
8 187
Tableaux compararifs des r6gimes de sdcurit6 sociale applicables dans les Etats membres des
Communautds europ6ennes (tomparative tables of social security systems in the Member States
of the European Communities). 4th Edition (1 July 1966)I 
- 
R6gime g6n6ral (General)
1967. 72 pp. (f, d, i, n) 8s.6d.; $1.20; Bfrs.60
2001
The Economic Situation in the Community. Quarterly. No. 4/L966 (f, d, i,
Price per issue: l5s.; $2.00; Bfrs. 100. Annual subscription: t2.10.0; $7.00; Bfrs.
4002
Graphs and Notes on
Three bilingual editions:
subscription: 16s.; $1.00:
the &onomic Situation in the Community. Monthly. No. 1/67.
: f/i, d,/n, e/f. Price per issue: ls.6d.; $0.50; Bfrs. 21. Annual
Bf.rs. 270
8191
CEE Informations. March6s agricoles. Prix (EEC Information. Agricultural Markets. Prices)
Bi-monthly. Nos. 1 and 2 Jaartary 1967 (t/d/iln). 
- 
Limited distribution.
102,
Ninth General Reporr on the Activities of the Community (1 April 196) to 3l March 1966).
1966. 174 pp. (f, d, i, n, e). 10s.9d.; $1.50; Bfrs. 7J
Agreement establishing an association between the Europeao Economic Community and the
Republic.of Nigeria and annexed documents. L967. 80 pp. (f, d, i, n, e).
,002
Bulletin des acquisitions 
- 
Bibliotheque de t" Corn-irrion de. la 
. 
CEE (List of recent
additions. Libraiy of the Commission of the EEC) Monthly. No. 12/1966. Limiied distribution.
-
( !) Thc ebbrcviati,ont attcr qch title indiqtc thc laogugcr ln which thc dcuDcntr havc bccn publisbcd : f o Frcnch;
d : Gcrmn; I = ltelia; g = Dutch; c - Eoglirh.
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Publications O, 
:n" 
joint services of the three Communities
Joint Information Service
Ptblicatiou by olficet in capiral. citiet:
Bonn: Europiische Gemeinschaft No. l, Jariuary 196l
The flague: Europese Gemecnschap No. 89, Jantary 1967
Paris: Communautd europdenne No. 102, lanuary 1967
Rome: Communiti Europea No. l, Jaauary L967
London: European Community No. 1, January 1967
I$Tashington: European Communiry No. 99, December 1966
Also Spanish edition: Comunidad europea, No, 1, January 1967
Statistical Office of the Europeaa Communities
Basic Statistics: 1966
,General Statistical Bulletin, No. L/1967
Commerce extdrieur: Statistique mensuelle (Foreign Trade: Monthly Statistics), No. 1/1967
commerce ext6rieur: Tableaux analytiques (Foreign Trade: Anarytical rables)
- 
fascicule janvier-mars 1965: Imponations (Imports: January-March 196)
- 
fascicule janvier-mars 1961: Exportations (Exports: Jaouary-March 196J)
- 
fascicule janvier-septembrc 796J: Importations (Imports: January-September 1965)
- 
fascicule janvier-septembrc l96J: Exportations (Exports: January-september 196J)
' commerce extirieur: statistiques rarifaires (Foreign Trade: customs Statistics)
Importations 1963, tableaux 2 et 3 (Imports 1963, Tables 2 and 3
- 
Importations 1963, tableaux 4 et 5 (Imports 1963, Tables 4 and 5
- 
Importations L964, tableau l, chap. 1 i 3 (Imports l9(A,Table l, Chap, 1-3
- 
Importations 1964, tableaux 2 et 3 (Imports 1964, Tables 2 and 3
- 
Importatiods 1964, tableaux 4 et 5 (Imports L964, Tables 4 aod 5)
Associ6s d'Outre-Mer: Statistiques du commerce extirieur, no ll/1966 (Overseas Associated
Areas: Foreign Trade Statistics)
Statistical Information, No. 3&ir
Statistique agricole, no 8/1966; P6che et For€t (Statistics on Agriculture, Fisheries aod Forestry)
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